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$1,995 sign-up fee covers both sensors then 
$139/mo each. Or traditional purchase, 2 for $9,999.

Use code   DPR2   at jazzimaging.com

Get 2 sensors in 2022 for under 2k.

(408) 539-0639

Promo ends 12/31/22

‘Tis the season 
for 2 new sensors!
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Designed and built at Jazz Imaging in
San Jose, CA
Single sensor solution from the
developers of DEXIS and Gendex
The most economical sensor available
today
Patented technology for a Size 2 image
with Size 1 comfort 
Unmatched low-dose image quality
Direct integration with all major imaging
software
Lifetime, no-deductible warranty 
30-Day money back guarantee

I developed sensors for Dexis 
and Gendex for a decade. Great
products, but doctors felt they were
overcharged and not supported 
well. They demanded an alternative,
so I started JAZZ IMAGING.

Why I Did It?

- Todd Miller, Founder/CEO Jazz Imaging

Jazz sensors are sold exclusively online at www.jazzimaging.com 
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by

does that.
800.645.2310  •  darby.com

Whether you’re struggling with hand fatigue, dry hands, discomfort or just need better prices
and great selection, our team of glove specialists can help you find the perfect fit.

THE PERFECT GLOVE FOR EVERY HAND?

SCAN HERE
for our current

glove o!ers

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 1



Limit 1 sample per doctor. While supplies last. Offer valid unnl 1/31/23 in US and Canada only. Must not have sampled OMNICHORMA Flow before. For 
evaluanon purposes only. Parncipanng doctors or dennsts are obligated to properly report and reflect any bonus product, rewards, rebates, discounts 
or other benefit they receive on their submissions to Medicare, Medicaid, state or federally funded healthcare program and/or private insurance. 
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of sample.

Use Promo Code: OFDPR6

offers.tokuyama-us.com/ofdpr6

Unprecedented shade matching 
High polishability
High stain resistance
Flexural and compressive strength 
suitable for a wide range of indications
Low wear and abrasion
Low polymerizLow polymerization shrinkage

All cases of direct anterior and posterior restorations
Cavity base or liner
Repair of porcelain/composite

One-Shade Flowable Composite

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 2
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DENTAL TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY EVANGELIST

26 Top 5 (plus one) 
Test Drives of 2022
by John Flucke, DDS

28 The Top 10 New Technologies

32 The Top 10 Software Products

  DENTISTRY TOMORROW

36 The Top Game Changers of 2022

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

38 Types of Artifi cial 
Intelligence, Explained 
No longer just science ! ction, arti! cial 
intelligence is an evolving technology that 
is making its way into the dental practice. 

40 Envisioning the AI-Run Dental 
Practice of the Future  
What does a dental practice powered 
by arti! cial intelligence look like? 
Key industry insights may set the 
tone for AI moving forward. 

DENTAL SPECIALTIES

42 The Top 10 Implant Products

44 The Top 5 Endodontic 
Products

46 The Top 5 Orthodontic 
Products

NEW DENTAL PRODUCTS

12 The Top 10 Editor’s Choice 
Products of 2022

RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

16 The Top 10 New Materials

22 The Top 5 Techniques

 8 Publisher’s Note

 10 Editorial Advisory Board

 11 Medical World News™

3022

[40]

The top new materials, technologies, instruments, and other signi! cant innovations from the past year.

DECEMBER 2022 | VOLUME 56 | ISSUE 12

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Designing Software That 
Meets What Dental 
Professionals Need
The development of dental imaging 
software has not kept pace with 
the growth in imaging modalities, 

but the potential remains for dental 
professionals to integrate disparate 
image sources into a uni! ed platform 
to create ef! ciencies and enhance 
patient care. by Parag R. Kachalia, DDS

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Designing Software That 
Meets What Dental 
Professionals Need
The development of dental imaging 
software has not kept pace with 
the growth in imaging modalities, 

but the potential remains for dental 
professionals to integrate disparate 

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Designing Software That 
Meets What Dental 

but the potential remains for dental 
professionals to integrate disparate 

Earn "   free
continuing 

education credit

59
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DENTAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

48 The Top 10 Home Care 
Products of 2022

50 The Top 5 Infection Control 
Products of 2022

52 The Top 10 Equipment Products of 2022

54 The Top 10 Instruments 
and Supplies of 2022

BEST PRACTICES

NEXT MONTH: What will the next year hold for the dental industry? Find out as voices from 
throughout the dental industry share their thoughts in “The State of Dentistry in 2023.” 
Additionally, look for the launch of several new features in early 2023 as DPR continues to 
look for new approaches to sharing the stories of dental materials and technologies.

For more content online...
Find out what content was most popular with the 
dental industry as we feature our annual Top 10 
News Items, Top 10 Hygiene Articles, and other 
lists compiling the most popular content pub-
lished by Dental Products Report® throughout the 
past year. Additionally, ! nd out which home care 
products are the most recommended as we pres-
ent the third annual DPR OTC Product Guide.

Using your smartphone camera, 
hover over the QR code to scan.

Subscribe to our 
newsletters for practical 

tips and valuable resources.

62

58 The Top 10 Feature Articles of 2022

DATA MANAGEMENT

62 5 Most Frequently Asked Data 
Management Questions
As 2022 comes to a close, we answer 
some of the most-asked questions in 
data security. by Lorne Lavine, DMD

THE LIST

66 2022: The Year in Numbers

TM

  

Scan QR Code 
to Learn More

Say Hello to

Apical Negative Pressure Irrigation 
and Activation System

Pac-Dent iVac™ irrigation system provides the 
synergistic e!ect of negative pressure, continuous 
irrigation, and ultrasonic activation in one easy-to-use 
device.

Patent Pending

www.pac-dent.comPac-Dent

Patent Pending

Aspiration Tube

Irrigation Port

Piezo Handpiece

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 4



Tel: (800) 624 5836, (631) 737 4850
Email: info@tuttnauerUSA.com
www.tuttnauer.com/us

    $200
manufacturers’

rebate

Special Q4 Promotion 
Manual

Autoclaves

When you buy
any of these models:

• 2540M 
• 2540MK

Between October 19 - December 31, 2022

• 2340M
• Valueklave 1730

P/N: 2540M

P/N: 2340M

P/N: Valueklave 1730

P/N: 2540MK

Visit our blog: tuttnauer.com/us/blog/
Learn from our experts.

Visit: tuttnauer.com/us/promotions/
Learn about our promotions. Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 78



PUBLISHER’S NOTE

LOOKING BACK TO PLOT 
THE COURSE AHEAD
THE END OF THE YEAR is packed 
with tradition and celebration. 
For many, it is the perfect time 
for re!ecting on the past and 
envisioning the future. This is 
true on both a personal and pro-
fessional level.

Although it is often more fun 
to race through the re!ection 
and dive into thinking about 
possibilities for the New Year, 
looking at where you just were 
can inform where you go next.

On a professional level, take the 
time to review the past 12 months 
in your practice and career. A year 
passes quickly and much happens 
as the days pass. Looking back can 
highlight big-picture trends, as 
well as habits or opportunities you 
might have missed in the moment.

At Dental Products Report® 
(DPR), we make this re!ection 
a part of our yearly plans. We 
review what we did well, where 
we can improve, and then take 
the time to assess what we have 
done. Some of that review is 
focused on the new products 
introduced with each monthly 
issue of DPR, and it is always 
impressive to see how many 
innovations are launched in a 
single year.

It is also rewarding to see how 
our audience reacts to these 
innovations. Those reactions 
are measured in reader response 
submissions and website traf"c, 
and every year we use them to 
create the lists that make up our 
December issue, the annual DPR 
Top 100. 

Each year we publish our list 
of top products across a range 
of categories, but in many ways, 
these are your lists, not ours. 
With the exception of our list of 
top Editor’s Choice products, 

the other 90 dental products and 
features included in this year’s 
Top 100 were chosen by you. 
The products with the largest 
number of combined reader 
responses and online views 
make the issue, and this year, 
as is usually the case, you were 
paying attention to a very wide 
range of products.

The 100 products included 
in the 12 Top 5 and Top 10 lists 
that make up the 2022 DPR Top 
100 come from more than 80 
different manufacturers. The 
full list is an amazing representa-

tion of the ongoing competition 
between established dental 
brands and inventive start-ups 
with no shortage of fresh ideas. 
All 100 of those products are 
pro"led in this issue, but those 
are not the only products packed 
in this month.

As he does every year, DPR 
Chief Dental Editor and Tech-
nology Editor John Flucke, DDS, 

shares his top test drives from 
the past year. Although many 
of those test-drives have been 
published as articles throughout 
the year, Dr Flucke never stops 
bringing new technologies and 
materials into his practice, so his 
annual review often includes a 
surprise or two. This year’s test-
drives often turn into products 
in next year’s DPR Top 100.

Looking further ahead each 
year is our regular columnist Lou 
Shuman, DMD, CAGS, who 
takes his Dentistry Tomorrow 
column to heart and shares what 
he feels are the biggest “game 
changers” of the past 12 months. 
Looking beyond individual 
brands and products, Dr Shu-
man always highlights what this 
year’s trends are likely to mean 
for dentistry in the future.

We are glad you have been 
a part of this past year and are 
thankful for your interactions 
with the content we publish at 
DPR. We hope you view this 
publication as a helpful resource 
in your professional life, and we 
welcome any feedback you have. 

As we take in all that was 
2022 and use that knowledge to 
prepare for what lies ahead in 
2023 and beyond, we are glad 
to be doing this with and for all 
of you.

Thank you. 

[ Mike Hennessy Jr ]
Mike Hennessy Jr is president and CEO 
of Dental Product Report®’s parent 
company, MJH Life Sciences®.

DPR’s Reader Service Card 
As the go-to product resource for the dental industry, 
the team at Dental Products Report® wants to make it 
as easy as possible for you to get the information you 
need about new products. In each issue you’ll !nd the 
free reader service card with numbers that correspond 
to advertisements. Throughout the issue, you’ll also 
!nd numbers with each of the products that appear as 
editorial in every issue of DPR.

We want to make it easy for you to get what you’re 
looking for — on your terms. You can !ll out the product 
card to receive information on speci!c dental products, 
and you can also visit dentalproductsreport.com or the 
manufacturers’ websites for additional information. 

25115 Country Club Blvd.  
North Olmsted, Ohio 44070 
312-259-1200 | nlevine@mjhlifesciences.com
d e n ta l p r o d u c t s r e p o r t .c o m

[ Our Mission Statement ]
Dental Products Report ®—known for its trusted new product information—delivers a complete picture and in-depth 
coverage of the innovations transforming dentistry for patients and enhancing clinical and dental practice success. Dental 
Products Report ® helps dental professionals understand the available dental products and how to select the best options 
for their practices and patients. We are committed to asking the right questions and delivering unbiased, quality content.  

DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Creative Director Robert McGarr
Senior Art Director Kristen Morabito
Circulation Director Jonathan Severn

Questions or comments?       NLevine@mjhlifesciences.com       

U.S. and Canadian subscribers: 888-527-7008 
All others, please call: 218-740-9477
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Noah Levine  nlevine@mjhlifesciences.com

Back Issues: Call 800-598-6008 for rates.
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     Although it is 
often more fun to 
race through the 
reflection and dive 
into thinking about 
the possibilities 
for the New Year, 
looking at where 
you just were can 
inform where you 
go next.”



$1,995 sign-up fee covers both sensors 
then $139/mo each. 
Or traditional purchase, 2 for $9,999.

Use code   DPR2   at jazzimaging.com

Get 2 sensors in 
2022 for under 2k.

(408) 539-0639

Promo ends 12/31/22

‘Tis the 
season for 2 
new sensors!

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 6



Questions or comments? NLevine@mjhlifesciences.com

What was the best new addition to your dental practice in 2022?

JENNIFER SANDERS, DMD: “This year we added holistic services such as SMART amalgam 
removal and ozone, which has allowed us to keep ourselves safer, serve more people, and has 
really opened doors and started shifting our focus.”

SARAH JEBREIL, DDS, AAACD: “My best addition was the online Spear Faculty Club. I have 
been able to do so much learning at the convenience of my schedule…just the best investment!”

BROOKE BLICHER, DMD: “We added a program called Splashtop, allowing remote access to 
our of! ce computers. It’s somewhat life-changing, as it lets me directly put in notes for after-hours 
calls, send e-scripts rather than wait on hold with pharmacies, and check and make changes 
to the of! ce schedule right when I think of them rather than waiting till I’m back in the of! ce. 
In a weird way, it’s actually made me feel less attached to the physical of! ce space with more 
freedom to be away. It’s amazing.”

JOHN FLUCKE, DDS
John Flucke, DDS, is in private practice in 
Lee’s Summit, Missouri. He also serves as 
chief clinical editor and technology editor for 
Dental Products Report® and keeps an active 
blog ! lled with thoughts and tidbits on the 

world of technology at blog.denticle.com.

BROOKE BLICHER, DMD
Brooke Blicher, DMD, an endodontist in private 
practice in Vermont, also teaches at Harvard 
School of Dental Medicine and Tufts University 
School of Dental Medicine in Boston, 
Massachusetts. She provides continuing 

education for her dental colleagues via Pulp Non! ction 
Endodontics with her collaborator Rebekah Lucier Pryles, DMD. 

SHANNON PACE BRINKER, CDA
Shannon Pace Brinker, CDA, is a national and 
international speaker and a practicing dental 
assistant for over 30 years. She has published 
more than 200 articles on clinical topics and 
taught thousands of dental assistants. She has 

her own publication for dental assistants, From Our Side of the 
Chair®. She also started the Academy of Chairside Assisting®, 
one of the ! rst online platforms designated for dental assistants.

JASON H. GOODCHILD, DMD
Jason H. Goodchild, DMD, received his dental 
training at the University of Pennsylvania 
School of Dental Medicine in Philadelphia and 
is currently vice president of clinical affairs 
at Premier Dental Products Company. He is 

involved in developing innovative new products and educating 
clinicians to improve clinical practice. He is also an associate 
clinical professor in the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery at Creighton University School of Dentistry.

SARAH JEBREIL, DDS, AAACD
Sarah Jebreil, DDS, AAACD, is a highly 
awarded esthetic dentist practicing in Newport 
Beach, California, and a beauty expert who 
offers a wide range of cosmetic and restorative 
dental procedures to her patients. Her mission 

is to help individuals achieve their true radiance and she is an 
advocate of minimally invasive, natural-looking dentistry.

NATE LAWSON, DMD, PHD
Nate Lawson, DMD, PhD, is director of the 
Division of Biomaterials at the University 
of Alabama (UAB) School of Dentistry in 
Birmingham. His research interests include 
the physical, mechanical, and biologic 

properties of the materials used for restorative dentistry. He 
is also a general dentist at the UAB Faculty Practice.

JEFFREY LINEBERRY, 
DDS, AAACD
Jeffrey Lineberry, DDS, AAACD, is owner 
of the Carolina Center for Comprehensive 
Dentistry in Mooresville, North Carolina. His 
focus is on complex cosmetic and restorative 

dentistry, and temporomandibular joint/disorder (TMJ/TMD) 
care. He spends his time and energy learning, teaching, and 
sharing ideas in the dental ! eld and is an enthusiastic teacher for 
continuing education courses in dentistry. 

REBEKAH LUCIER PRYLES, DMD
Rebekah Lucier Pryles, DMD, shares a clinical 
practice limited to endodontics, Upper Valley 
Endodontics, with Brooke Blicher, DMD, in 
White River Junction, Vermont. She serves 
on the postgraduate endodontics faculty at 

Tufts University School of Dental Medicine and Harvard School 
of Dental Medicine, both in Boston, Massachusetts, and is 
president of the Vermont State Dental Society. She cofounded 
Pulp Non! ction Endodontics with Dr Blicher.

JEFF ROHDE, DDS
Jeff Rohde, DDS, maintains an innovative 
restorative and surgical practice in 
Santa Barbara, California. He graduated 
from UCLA with a bachelor’s degree in 
microbiology and molecular genetics and a 

master’s degree in biochemistry. He continued his studies at 
UCLA School of Dentistry, graduating with numerous awards 
including the Robert D. Wolcott Operative Dentistry Award. In 
2006, Dr Rohde was one of the founders of Dentalcompare.

JENNIFER SANDERS, DMD
Jennifer Sanders, DMD, owns a growing 
dental practice in Frenchtown, Montana. 
She is passionate about learning about 
leadership and creating an outstanding 
team culture .

DECEMBER QUESTION OF THE MONTH

ANKUR GUPTA, DDS
Ankur Gupta, DDS, found his footing in 
dentistry when he made a guinea pig out of his 
of! ce, family, and self, attempting any and all 
personal and professional “experiments” in 
self-improvement. More than a decade later, 

he enjoys excellent new patient numbers and case acceptance. 
Dr Gupta is a 2004 graduate of the University of Michigan School 
of Dentistry. After completing a 1-year general practice residency 
in Cleveland, he started a practice from scratch in 2005.

TODD SNYDER, DDS, FAACD, 
FIADFE, ASDA, ABAD
As a cosmetic dentist, author, international 
lecturer, researcher, and instructor at various 
teaching facilities, Todd Snyder, DDS, has 
been lecturing for over 25 years in the dental 

industry. He provides lectures and hands-on symposiums 
both nationally and abroad numerous times during the year 
to educate his colleagues on proper technique, diagnosis, 
materials, and technology in the dental ! eld. 

RICHARD LIPSCOMB JR, DDS
Richard Lipscomb Jr, DDS, has been 
performing restorative procedures for over 20 
years, and placing mini dental implants since 
2006. He has written articles, conducted 
seminars, and given hands-on training. His 

unique dental experience includes private practice and public 
health services in community health centers. 

EDITORIAL ADVISORYBOARD
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MEDICAL WORLD NEWS BEHIND THE SCIENCE™
Behind the Science: Behind Flu and COVID-19 Shots

The 2022-2023 respiratory virus season is the third in 
which in! uenza and COVID-19 are cocirculating. Yet 
while vaccination remains the best protection against 
severe infection with—and hospitalization for—both, 
clinicians still deal with patient reservation, reluc-
tance, and refusal. An infectious disease specialist 
and 2 primary care physicians have suggestions on 
how to get shots into arms.

TO WATCH, VISIT bit.ly/3GArMiL 

MEDICAL WORLD NEWS DEEP DIVE ™

Deep Dive: Deep Dive Into 2023 Predictions for 
Women’s Health

Alison Cowan, MD, board-certi" ed obstetrician-
gynecologist and head of medical affairs for 
Mirvie, discusses the latest predictions for 
women’s health in 2023. From maternal mor-
tality to preterm birth, Cowan dives into what 
health conditions will be affecting women most in 
2023 and how the specialty is trying to com-
bat these issues.

TO WATCH, VISIT bit.ly/3TEVdCQ  

WELLBEING CHECKUP ™

Wellbeing Checkup: Limiting Exposure

Katie Huf! ing, DNP, RN, CNM, FAAN, executive direc-
tor of the Alliance of Nurses for Healthy Environments in 
Mount Rainier, Maryland, shares some advice on ways you 
can help your patients (and yourself!) become more edu-
cated consumers and reduce the levels of toxic chemicals 
in everyday products. The Alliance of Nurses for Healthy 
Environments is the only national nursing organization 
that focuses primarily on the intersection of health and 
the environment.

TO WATCH, VISIT bit.ly/3EcEwcs  

Medical World News® is a ! rst-of-its-kind 24-hour online program for health care 
professionals, by health care professionals. The site provides video editorial content on 
a variety of cutting-edge topics delivered on demand for all health care stakeholders, 
offering the latest news and information in an easily digestible, one-stop-shop format.

Anti-Bacterial 
Protection

Prevents Secondary 
Decay*

Acid Neutralization Up to 30% Savings 
Over Other Brands

New! 
Beautifil Kids SA 
is great for the 
management of 

caries in restless 
children!

PRR & small Class 1
procedures are faster & easier 

using Beautifil KIds SA, 
bioactive self-adhesive flowable composite!

Up to 30% Savings 
Over Other Brands

are faster & easier 

bioactive self-adhesive flowable composite!

Resin Tag Infiltration 
Beautifi l 
Kids SA

Dentin

> Ideal handling for precision placement

> High bond strength for reliable adhesion

> Therapeutic bioactive Giomer Technology

> Indicated for PRR and small Class I

> Great for restless pediatric patients

> Two shades, primary and permanent

Bioactive Self-Adhesive Nano-Hybrid Flowable
ELIMINATED THE TECHNIQUE SENSITIVE BONDING STEP!

New!

Visit shofu.com
Call 800.827.4638

Shofu Dental Corporation San Marcos CA 92078

*8-Year independent clinical study recorded 100% retention rate, no secondary caries, failures, or postoperative sensitivity. Limit one per office. While supplies last.

See for yourself
Get a FREE sample!  

Scan code or call

> Great for restless pediatric patients

> Two shades, primary and permanent

Shukan C. Kanuga, DDS

DPR Kids 11.22.indd   1DPR Kids 11.22.indd   1 11/14/22   8:41 AM11/14/22   8:41 AM

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 7
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[ INJECTION DELIVERY ]

CALAJECT™

CALAJECT helps clinicians deliver pain-free injections. 
The system controls the ! ow rate, ensuring a smooth, 
gentle stream of anesthesia. The light pen grip provides a 
relaxed working position and good " nger support shows 
where the needle can be kept perfectly still in situ. The 
unit’s touch screen displays actual injection pressure. 
The acoustic signal indicates the ! ow rate and the unit 
is operated by a separate foot controller. Automatic aspi-
ration occurs when pressure on the foot pedal is eased. 
The system can be used with standard dental needles 
and cartridges.

Directa USA
800-537-8765  |  directausa.com
CIRCLE RS #09

EDITOR’S CHOICE

[ compiled by Noah Levine ]

EVERY YEAR the bulk of the products 
showcased in the Dental Products 
Report®Top 100 are chosen by you, the 
readers, but this list features products 
chosen by the editorial staff. The 
products on this list were all featured 
on the cover of an issue or tagged as 
Editor’s Choice selections inside the 
publication. Each was singled out as 
a signi" cant innovation at the time 
it debuted, and although some of 
them did not earn the same volume 
of web traf" c and reader response 
inquiries as the other 90 products 
showcased in this issue, they are still 
deserving of recognition as notable 
new technologies and solutions to help 
dental professionals provide top-quality 
care now and in the future.

A look at 10 products from the past year that caught the attention 
of the Dental Products Report® editorial staff.PRODUCTS

[ 3D X-RAY SYSTEM ]

PORTRAY®

PORTRAY is a nanotechnology-based 3D imaging sys-
tem offering high-resolution x-ray image quality. The 3D 
intraoral system produces a stationary, high-resolution 
x-ray 3D image using carbon nanotube-based x-ray 
sources. The images provide an x-ray stack allowing for 
layer-by-layer virtual dissection of the oral cavity, with 
depth information and removal of structural overlap, as 
well as a loupe feature for concentrated 3D reconstruc-
tions. An articulating arm enables the x-ray source to be 
placed in any con" guration. A l. PORTRAY’s software 
connects with existing practice management systems.

Surround® Medical Systems
919-424-4900  |  surroundmedical.com
CIRCLE RS #08

[ DUST SHIELD BUR ]

Abbott-Robinson™ Dust Shield Bur  
Buffalo Dental’s new Abbott-Robinson™ Dust Shield Burs are said to block grit from 
entering the handpiece. The Dust Shield Burs are designed to protect handpieces from 
dust and premature malfunctions for a longer life span. Abbott-Robinson Dust Shield 
Burs are said to block 95% of grit from entering the handpiece, expanding the life span 
of the handpiece and saving the dental practice money. These burs will be available 
through order from preferred dealers.

Buffalo Dental
800-828-0203  |  buffalodental.com 
CIRCLE RS #10

[ RESIN CEMENT ]

Predicta® Bioactive Cement 
Predicta Bioactive Cement is designed to " ll and seal microgaps and prevent microle-
akage by encouraging hydroxyapatite. It is a self-adhesive, self-etching, dual-cure resin 
cement indicated for luting crowns, bridges, inlays, onlays, and posts. It is said to offer 
outstanding bond strengths across a range of indications without the need for primers, 
and contains 10-methacryloyloxydecyl dihydrogen phosphate for strong bonds to 
zirconia. Predicta Bioactive Cement is formulated for optimal viscosity and consistency 
to allow easy handling and cleanup. It is highly radiopaque with a low " lm thickness for 
complete seating of restorations with no postoperative sensitivity.

Parkell
800-243-7446 |  parkell.com
CIRCLE RS #11
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[ AI X-RAY ANALYSIS SOFTWARE ]

Second Opinion 
The ! rst FDA-approved arti! cial intelligence (AI) 
radiographic review application, Second Opinion 
quickly reviews patient images and " ags potential issues 
including incipient caries or the early signs of a periapical 
radiolucency. By reviewing every x-ray as it is captured, 
Second Opinion provides real-time feedback while also 
reviewing a practice’s historical x-rays for missed treat-
ment opportunities. The AI-powered platform delivers 
its image analysis quickly, allowing the technology to be 
used seamlessly within existing patient work" ows.

Pearl
hellopearl.com 
CIRCLE RS #12

[ 3D PRINTED REMOVABLES ]

Digital Valplast®

Designed for additive manufacturing, Valplast " exible 
partials come with an unconditional lifetime warranty 
against breakage and fracture of the denture base. 
Featuring the same properties as the original Valplast, 
the 3D-printed partials are said to ! t more than 95% of 
the time with fewer adjustments. The printing process 
is ef! cient and cost effective compared to other " exible 
partial work" ows. The fast and easy digital work" ow 
makes uploading scans or downloading shipping labels 
directly from the platform easy and simple. These partials 
are esthetic, comfortable, noninvasive, and metal free.

Impress3D
impress3d.com 
CIRCLE RS #15

[ DIODE LASER ]

K2 Mobile  
The Hulaser K2 Mobile Cordless Diode Laser is light-
weight at 135 g, including the battery. This diode laser 
has 22 preset programs and 4 memory settings for 
clinician convenience. The K2 features a ! rst-of-its-kind 
adjustable ! ber length system designed to ease access 
to dif! cult-to-reach areas in the mouth. It is designed 
to be ef! cient, durable, and powerful with 3.5 W of 
continuous power and up to 6 W pulse. It features auto-
clavable optic ! bers, aluminum front cap, and silicone 
front covers, which are cost-effective and hygienic. The 
K2 laser is available through any Polaroid HealthCare 
full-service dealer.

Polaroid Dental
844-789-5050  |  polaroidhealth.com 
CIRCLE RS #14

[ DIGITAL DESIGN SERVICE ]

Dentbird Crown  
Originally named 3Dme Crown, Dentbird Crown is an 
automatic crown design module that uses a patient’s 
3D scan data and arti! cial intelligence (AI) technology 
to automatically generate a crown prosthesis design in 
seconds. Dentbird Crown’s AI automatically ! nds the 
tooth that requires crown design, identi! es and suggests 
an optimized margin line for the prosthesis, and after con-
sidering the surrounding and antagonist teeth, creates an 
optimal crown design in seconds. The crown design can 
be downloaded in common ! le formats (.STL, .OBJ, .PLY, 
etc) and sent to a 3D printer or milling machine for an 
immediate prosthesis production. Dentbird Crown can 
be accessed and used from anywhere after registration.

Dentbird
+82 2 6925 2093  |  dentbird.com 
CIRCLE RS #13

[ CLEAR ALIGNERS ]

CandidPro 
Described as “orthodontics as a service” CandidPro from 
Candid brings an end-to-end approach to helping gen-
eral and orthodontic practices provide patients with clear 
aligner therapy. When planning treatments, CandidRx is 
designed to use step distalization to move teeth back and 
out to the side, which can help avoid interproximal reduc-
tion, which can be damaging to enamel. CandidScan and 
CandidApp help patients keep up with their treatment. 
The CandidPro system was built with dental professionals 
in mind, making every step of the process easier, more 
ef! cient, and more cost-effective. 

Candid
844-295-6915  |  candidco.com 
CIRCLE RS #16

EDITOR’SCHOICE

[ MYOFUNCTIONAL THERAPY PROGRAM ]

MyMouthWorks 
Described as a complete telehealth home care solution, 
MyMouthWorks is an end-to-end myofunctional 
therapy program. With MyMouthWorks, clinicians can 
conduct an initial patient assessment and then assign 
a program disorder—open bite, overbite, underbite, 
crossbite, tongue thrust, temporomandibular joint 
dysfunction disorders, lingual frenectomy, and sleep 
apnea. Next, users download the MyMouthWorks 
mobile app, and the patient begins a 16-week program. 
Clinicians monitor activity on the Doctors Dashboard. 
Noti! cations and reminders empower and reward 
patient adherence, reducing the need for in-of! ce visits. 

Innovative Oral Solutions
760-438-3300  |  iosmmw.com
CIRCLE RS #17
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You + 3D imaging.
The moment is here.

INTRODUCING THE NEW MIDMARK® EOIS

It starts with the Midmark Extraoral Imaging System (EOIS) and
continues wherever you want to take your practice. It is the moment for 
you to fi nally have a 3D imaging solution specifi cally designed for
general dentistry. It is the moment for diagnosing with even greater 
accuracy, treatment planning for successful outcomes and providing the 
highest level of patient care. This is your 3D moment.

Midmark Extraoral Imaging Systems are proudly designed, 
assembled and supported in the USA.

© 2022 Midmark Corporation, Miamisburg, Ohio USA 
Products subject to improvement changes without notice. Litho in USA.

Root canals  |  Extractions  |  Impacted teeth  |  Pathology    
Implantology  |  Fractures  |  Sleep apnea  |  TMJ 

Midmark EOIS is for more than implants:
To learn more, visit
midmark.com/3Dmoment

Designing better care.®

MM30-112841-MidmarkEOIS-LaunchAd-v2F_DPR.indd   1MM30-112841-MidmarkEOIS-LaunchAd-v2F_DPR.indd   1 8/3/22   10:38 AM8/3/22   10:38 AM
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NEW MATERIALS Another look at 10 of the best new dental material launches 
from the past year.PRODUCTS

[ PEDIATRIC FLOWABLE COMPOSITE ]

Beautifil Kids SA
Beauti!l Kids SA is a bisphenol A-free, self-adhesive, nanohybrid "owable restorative 
with bioactive Giomer technology. Notable features include high bond strength, 
precision placement, and well-blended light transmission and diffusion properties. 
These provide certain bene!ts for pediatric composite cases, such as antibacterial 
effects, acid neutralization, and "uoride release and recharge. Beauti!l Kids SA is 
indicated for preventive resin restoration, small Class I, and other non–load-bearing 
restorations. It is available in 2 shades, Primary (B1) and Permanent (A2), and comes 
in 2.2-g syringes.

Shofu
800-827-4638  |  shofu.com/en
CIRCLE RS #22

[ BULKFILL COMPOSITE ]

Bulk EZ PLUS™

Bulk EZ Plus is an easy-to-place dual-cure composite that combines unlimited cure 
depth with "owable cavity adaptation, high strength, and enhanced durability. Bulk 
EZ PLUS is now said to be suitable for a wider range of clinical situations through its 
thixotropic properties. It reaches a higher degree of conversion, offers better polish 
retention, and is stackable. Utilizing the same IntelliTek Technology for unlimited 
cure depth and microleakage prevention as the original, Bulk EZ PLUS now incor-
porates 80-nm spherical zirconia !llers. This is said to enhance the esthetics with 
better shade matching and polishability, ensuring greater wear resistance.

Zest Dental Solutions
800-262-2310  |  zestdent.com 
CIRCLE RS #23

[ RETRACTION MATERIAL ]

VOCO Retraction Paste
VOCO Retraction Paste is an astringent paste with alumi-
num chloride designed to widen and dry the gingival sul-
cus, creating ideal conditions for accurate impressions. 
It features a custom-engineered capsule with a "exible 
plastic tip for precise application. Its 2-stage viscosity 
makes for a simple application. At 0.3 g per cap, VOCO’s 
Retraction Paste capsules contain enough material for up 
to 3 teeth. The material comes in a bright turquoise blue, 
providing high contrast to the tooth structure and gingiva 
and ensuring that the paste is visible.

VOCO America
888-658-2584  |  vocoamerica.com
CIRCLE RS #20

[ BONDING AGENT ]

Brush&Bond MAX 
This single-bottle system provides stronger adhesion and 
higher bond strengths so users can feel more con!dent 
in its ability to deliver restorations with no postoperative 
sensitivity. The touch application technique is an alter-
native to other methods—just need to dip the head of 
the activator brush into the liquid and touch it to the prep 
surface. Brush&Bond MAX also treats dentin hypersen-
sitivity and seals crown preps with a durable surface coat 
during temporization. 

Parkell
800-243-7446  |  parkell.com
CIRCLE RS #21

[ compiled by Kristin Hohman ]

AS NEW MATERIALS !ll the market 
every year, it can be dif!cult for 
clinicians to know which product to 
reach for. Material selection hinges on 
factors including esthetics, durability, 
and function—all of which shift in 
priority based on the patient and 
clinical situation. It is important for 
clinicians to be familiar with different 
materials available to them. Here are 
the top 10 new materials for 2022.



LET LIGHTHOUSE 360 WORK AS YOUR 
AUTOMATED 24/7 TEAM MEMBER.
Could your practice benefit from a 24/7
automated office staff member? With over 100 
years of dental industry experience, Lighthouse 
360 understands your practice’s needs. Start 

automating your practice with us today! 

360 understands your practice’s needs. Start 360 understands your practice’s needs. Start 360 understands your practice’s needs. Start 

automating your practice with us today! automating your practice with us today! automating your practice with us today! 

GET SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE 
FROM THE LIGHTHOUSE 360 TEAM
9 Free software training
9 Short customer service wait times
9 Customer service support staff made up 

of dental experts who understand your 
practice’s needs

RUN YOUR PRACTICE EFFICIENTLY 
WITH HELP FROM LIGHTHOUSE 360
9 Two-way texting
9 Interactive follow-up lists
9 Front desk task lists
9 Appt cancellation messaging
9 Patient message history



LET LIGHTHOUSE 360 KEEP YOUR 
SCHEDULE FULL
9 Patient recall reminders
9 Appointment confirmations
9 Reactivation outreach
9 Fill last-minute cancellation spots
9 Treatment plan reminders

Visit LH360.com/GetDemo or call 866.301.5988

Take Advantage of our
Promotional Offer

Interested in making Lighthouse 360 your 24/7 
automated team member? Take a demo with us 
and get a $200 Amazon gift card in return!

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 30
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[ BULKFILL COMPOSITE ]

Renamel BULKfill
Renamel BULK!ll  is designed to provide a packable, 
sculptable, and polishable option for posterior resto-
rations. The material is indicated for 1-step placement 
and reportedly can be placed more quickly than amal-
gam. Its excellent handling properties allow it to be placed 
and precontoured in 1 layer with complete occlusal 
contour before polymerization. The material can be cured 
in increments of up to 4 mm in as little as 20 seconds. 
Renamel BULK!ll is available in 5 shades (A1, A2, A3, 
A3.5, and B1).

Cosmedent
800-621-6729  |  cosmedent.com
CIRCLE RS #27

[ 3D RESIN ]

Flexcera™ Smile Ultra+
Combined with Desktop Health’s new Einstein™ series 
of 3D printers, Flexcera Smile Ultra+ is said to be suitable 
for permanent, printable dental restorations. It uses long-
chain chemistry and ceramic-like strength for the printing 
of same-day crowns, bridges, and veneers, as well as 
full and partial dentures. It touts a 3" fracture resistance, 
moisture resistance, and a natural esthetic. Flexcera 
Smile Ultra+ also uses NanoFit 385 technology for a 
better marginal !t. 

Desktop Health
866-815-2871  |   dental.desktophealth.com
CIRCLE RS #24

[ VENEER CEMENT ]

PANAVIA™ Veneer LC
Kuraray Noritake Dental’s PANAVIA™ Veneer LC is a 
new light-cure resin cement indicated for permanent 
cementation of esthetic veneers and inlays/onlays 
less than 2 mm thick. PANAVIA Veneer LC is said to 
offer color stability, wear resistance, and relatively easy 
cleanup. PANAVIA’s application tip is designed with 
nanocluster !ller technology, consisting of spherical silica 
!llers to offer the amount of control necessary when 
seating veneers. It is available in 4 polishable shades.

Kuraray Dental
800-879-1676  |  kuraraydental.com  
CIRCLE RS #28

[ 3D PRINTING RESIN ]

NightGuard Flex
NightGuard Flex is indicated for the fabrication of ortho-
dontic and dental appliances, such as mouth guards, 
night guards, and splints, and now becomes part of the 
company’s family of digital dentistry and 3D printing 
solutions. It is designed to deliver the best possible patient 
experience with high-impact strength and wear resis-
tance, comfortable and #avorless material, and same-
day patient delivery. NightGuard Flex is also designed 
to drive greater ef!ciency for dental practitioners by 
eliminating the need for third-party resins.

SprintRay
800-914-8004  |   sprintray.com 
CIRCLE RS #25

[ FLUORIDE VARNISH ]

Enamelast Flavor-Free
Enamelast Flavor-Free is the newest #uoride varnish 
in the Enamelast family. It is designed to work best 
with patients who do not wish to have any lingering 
taste when they leave their appointments, as well as 
for patients who may have certain allergies to typical 
#avors. Enamelast’s unique formula #uoride varnish 
is a 5% sodium #uoride in a resin carrier. It is said to 
produce mechanical occlusion of the dentinal tubules 
in the treatment of tooth hypersensitivity.

Ultradent Products, Inc
888-230-1420  |   Ultradent.com
CIRCLE RS #26

NEW MATERIALS 10 PRODUCTS

[ WOUND CARE GEL ]

BioStōm
The nonopioid BioStōm™ Oral Pain Gel is designed to 
manage pain for oral wounds, mouth sores, injuries, 
and ulcers by adhering to tissue and forming a 
protective barrier. It is meant to prevent irritation and 
maintain a moist wound environment. BioStōm was 
designed to provide oral pain relief without the use of 
opioids, particularly for younger patients whose brains 
are still developing. This pain gel is intended to help 
avoid overprescription of opioids.

Forward Science
855-696-7254  |  forwardscience.com  
CIRCLE RS #29



LEDEX MAX 120
curing light

Introducing the Industry’s 

Most Advanced Curing Light...

ALLURE ORTHO EXCLUSIVE!
You Asked. We Listened.

-  All of the Things You Love About the LEDEX Ultra 
   (WL90) & So Much More
We took your feedback and turned it into a curing light that 
will meet all of your office’s needs.

-  Advanced Ortho Functions with a 1-2 Second Cure
Features a white light examination mode, making it the perfect
combination of curing and inspection in one light. Additional 
accessories available with 3 tip sizes offered

-  New Rugged Design That’s Cavi Wipe Safe

-  Sturdy Charging Station with Built in Radiometer

-  Improved Charging & Battery Functions

-  Ultra Lightweight & Ergonomic Grip

NEW!

“This is a fantastic curing light. 

It can cure at 3200 mW/cm
2
, the 

light feels great in the hand, and 

my team loves it. The light has

curing timed modes for 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, etc. so there are lots of options to customize 

the light to your desired time. I don’t know 

of another light on the market that has this 

combination of features. I highly recommend 

this light with 5/5 stars!”   

--- Dr. David Taylor  |  McAllen, TX

WHAT DRS. ARE SAYING

 AAO SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR—2019-2020

Allure Ortho has been the fastest growing orthodontic 
supply company in the past 10 years. Now, we would like 
to extend our product line to you.

Come experience our quality products, the lowest prices  
and exceptional customer service. View our catalog at 
allureortho.com/catalog and give us a call or email us at 
sales@allureortho.com.

ONLY $450 ea.
BUY 6 $400  BUY 3 $425

Protect & Preserve 

Your Hearing 

with

hearing protection for 
dental professionals

- Protects you from harmful noise levels of 85dB and above, 
associated with hand pieces and other dental equipment

- Attaches to dental loupes, safety glasses and prescription 
eyewear

- Earplugs store in the docking station on the frames until 
you are ready to use

- The high-grade silicone from Eargasm™ creates maximum 
comfort for extended wear

- Recommended for every member of the back office team

- Cavi and Clorox wipe safe

- Available in 4 colors

- Designed by Dentists

- Made in the USA  Call for Quantity Discounts

PREVENTS 
HEARING 
LOSS!*

Made by Dentists for 

the Dental Profession

Industry Leading 2½ Year Warranty!

HAND PIECE 
lubrication + cleaning system

- Increase the life of your hand pieces

- Economical, time saving and efficient

ONLY

$399

FEATURES A 
WHITE LIGHT 
EXAMINATION
MODE

ONLY $198 ea.
*Hearing loss attributed to high decibel hand piece noise

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 31
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of another light on the market that has this 

combination of features. I highly recommend 

this light with 5/5 stars!”   

--- Dr. David Taylor  |  McAllen, TX

WHAT DRS. ARE SAYING

 AAO SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR—2019-2020

Allure Ortho has been the fastest growing orthodontic 
supply company in the past 10 years. Now, we would like 
to extend our product line to you.

Come experience our quality products, the lowest prices  
and exceptional customer service. View our catalog at 
allureortho.com/catalog and give us a call or email us at 
sales@allureortho.com.

ONLY$450ea.
BUY 6 $400  BUY 3 $425

Protect & Preserve 

Your Hearing 

with

hearing protection for 
dental professionals

- Protects you from harmful noise levels of 85dB and above, 
associated with hand pieces and other dental equipment

- Attaches to dental loupes, safety glasses and prescription 
eyewear

- Earplugs store in the docking station on the frames until 
you are ready to use

- The high-grade silicone from Eargasm™ creates maximum 
comfort for extended wear

- Recommended for every member of the back office team

-Cavi and Clorox wipe safe

- Available in 4 colors

- Designed by Dentists

- Made in the USA Call for Quantity Discounts

PREVENTS 
HEARING 
LOSS!*

Made by Dentists for 

the Dental Profession

Industry Leading 2½ Year Warranty!

HAND PIECE 
lubrication + cleaning system

- Increase the life of your hand pieces

-Economical, time saving and efficient

ONLY

$399

FEATURES A 
WHITE LIGHT 
EXAMINATION

MODE

ONLY$198ea.
*Hearing loss attributed to high decibel hand piece noise



Revolutionize your
digital workflow

See it in action!
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digital workflow
See it in action!

DTX Studio is an open platform that supports DEXIS products and many other leading dental imaging products. 

© Dental Imaging Technologies Corporation. All rights reserved. DX00346/RevA
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How to Overcome the Hurdles of Restoring Adjacent 
Class II Composites 
by Matthew Burton, DDS

Featured product: VursaWedge

This article demonstrates how clinicians can use the VursaWedge 
from Young Specialties to provide better contour, proper contact, and 
improved gingival seal. The unique split-wedge design allows the wings 
to simultaneously seal both margins of adjacent teeth and lets the wedge 
body sit low in the embrasure space, ensuring proper matrix contour, 
emergence, and contact area.

   Go to bit.ly/3NPKbcM to read more. 

How to Use the Medit 
i700 for a 2-Day Digital 
Denture Work!ow
by Christian Brenes, DDS, MS

Featured product: Medit 
i700 Intraoral Scanner

The Medit i700 scanner, Medit 
Link software, exocad, and Roland 
DWX-52DCi 5-axis mill allow for 
a completely digital work!ow. The 
case in this article represents the 
2-visit delivery of a complete den-
ture using a cloning technique that 
reduces appointments and clinical 
time required to deliver a prosthesis. 
Clinicians can use a Medit i700 
intraoral scanner as a reliable tool 
to scan not only teeth, but also soft 
tissues and a variety of materials 
including dental prostheses.

   Go to bit.ly/3FUM0Do to read more. 

ARTICLES5TECHNIQUES Here’s another look at 5 of the top technique articles published in 
Dental Products Report® this past year. For more clinical how-tos, 
go to dentalproductsreport.com.

Interested in more content like this?
Subscribe to our newsletters!
Using your smartphone camera, hover over the 
QR code to scan.



WHEN I STARTED SEARCHING FOR A CBCT SYSTEM, I 
had a multiplicity of choices. Every machine touted the 
ability to produce stunning images and offered incred-
ible product support. But in the end, the decision was 
not all that dif! cult.

I needed CBCT for better implant planning. For 
many years, I and a periodontist in my office had 
placed implants freehand. Occasionally, we needed 
advanced planning and then we worked with a mobile 
CBCT service. This was ! ne, but recently I brought an 
oral a surgeon into the practice for advanced implant 
placement and third-molar removal, and then an in-
house CBCT system became an absolute necessity. 

We purchased the PreXion3D Excelsior PRO, and 
the detail it captures is all the information we need for 
better treatment planning—and thus for better treat-
ment outcomes for our patients.  

After reviewing the available systems and deciding 
on the Excelsior, the ! rst thing we needed to determine 
was whether it would ! t in the of! ce.

This was not as easy to ! gure out as it seemed at 
! rst. Even though the of! ce had been built with a dedi-
cated room for CBCT, we needed measurements and 
the equipment’s placement had to be adapted to the 
room. The good news is that the Excelsior’s footprint 
is standard. It was delivered in pieces on pallets, so it 
was interesting to watch it being assembled, placed in 
the room, and wired up to the acquisition computer. 
The assembly didn’t take long, and the machine was 
up and running in no time. 

A straightforward training session had already 
been scheduled for the entire staff. Because there are 
no licensing fees for additional computers, all of ours 
had access to the images, which was a great advantage.

In addition, the system features a dedicated pan-
oramic imaging option, which allows us to capture 2D 
panoramic images and external bitewings for patients 
who have dif! culty with intraoral radiographs.  

Something else I needed to determine ahead of time 
was whether Excelsior would be a good fit for my 
of! ce in terms of the available ! elds of view (FOV). 
The larger the FOV, the more data one must interpret, 
so having the " exibility to scan at the correct FOV for 
each individual case was very important.  

I do endodontics and some retreatments. A 5x5 scan 
with high resolution makes it easier for me to ! nd frac-
tures and extra canals before beginning treatment. 

Most of our scans for implant planning are 10x8 
cm, which allows us to view both arches in one image. 
We use the 15X8 cm FOV option when we need third-
molar visualization. We can also adjust the scan mode 
to limit the radiation according to ALARA (as low as 
reasonably achievable) principles. This way we use less 
radiation when validating the location post-implant 

insertion than we do for 
planning the placement. 

Speed is another key 
factor. With the Excelsior, 
standard scan mode is 
under 10 seconds, rapid 
mode scans in just over 5 
seconds, and a panoramic 
image takes 10 seconds. 
This is important because 
patients must remain still 
during scanning, so the faster the acquisition, the 
cleaner and better the image you have to diagnose from.

The PreXion Excelsior PRO has a 0.3  mm focal spot 
and 70 µm voxel size.   This allows the CBCT system 
to achieve superior imaging, which is what you really 
want it to do in the ! rst place. 

Image quality is of course important, but you also 
need to be able to afford the CBCT. I’ve found that it 
takes only a few 3D scans or panoramic radiographs 
each month for the PreXion Excelsior PRO to pay for 
itself. Check with your accountant about taking the 
proper tax deductions to keep acquisition costs down. 

The CBCT system met my expectations, but I knew 
the hardware needed to be paired with quality soft-
ware, and with a platform including numerous useful 
features, PreXion was able to deliver there as well.

Multidata mode loads multiple patient scans on a 
single screen. This can be used to synchronize pre- and 
post-operative scans and detect differences slice-by-
slice, which is ideal for looking at potential pathology.

The system features with presentation capabilities 
that quickly capture 3D animated video clips for use 
in patient education, case presentation, and for visuals 
at lectures. This allows me to increase case acceptance 
through improved patient understanding.

Collaborative tools allow the system to automati-
cally save 3D image reports in MS Word and attach 
them to the practice management record for each 
patient. Then it’s easy to work with referring dentists 
by providing them with images via email, CD-ROM, 
or USB drive. The other clinician can access the images 
with a sample viewer application.

The remote access capability allows me to work on 
cases from home or a satellite of! ce without connec-
tivity delays. I can even lead virtual online treatment 
planning meetings remotely with PreXion3D.

Another nice features of these scanners is they don’t 
require computer hardware upgrades or slow down 
network bandwidth. This is a big deal as it lets every-
one have image access, and loading time is very fast.

The system’s extensive implant library is an abso-
lute necessity for implant planning. Combine this with 
intraoral scans, and the planning becomes very simple.

The system is designed to help you save time with 
over 20 preset 3D volume rendering templates and the 
ability to customize your own to get images in what-
ever format you prefer. 

The slab feature allows you to see inside structures 
while rotating the image, and you can even cut away 
structures to see exactly what is pertinent to your study.

I have had the PreXion Excelsior PRO for a little 
over a year, and I’ve had no complaints from any of 
the doctors about image quality. Likewise, I’ve had 
no hardware issues at all. Everything from the CBCT 
to the computer works. But if we do have a problem, 
I’m comfortable because the system includes a best-
in-class warranty.

Overall, we have been very happy with our PreXion 
Excelsior PRO CBCT purchase. It has exceeded our 
expectations and allowed us to do better dentistry.

PreXion  |  855-PREXION   |  prexion.com

ADVERTORIAL

Amazing Imaging for Your Diagnostic Needs
By Marty Jablow, DMD

TEST DRIVE
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Match Tooth Shade Post Bleaching: Following Up With 
Restorative Cases 
by Robert Rosenfeld, DDS

Featured product: OMNICHROMA

The OMNICHROMA universal composite from Tokuyama Dental 
America keeps up with patients’ habitual bleaching—29 applications 
later, the shade still matches. The author explains this dilemma that 
many restorative dentists eventually face. Dentists who 
use OMNICHROMA can emphasize to 
patients who bleach that, because 
they have used this new material, 
the likelihood of needing such 
replacements will be minimized.

   Go to bit.ly/3hvpiaU to read more. 

How to Use Composites That 
Stand the Test of Time for 
Pediatric Patients 
by Carla Cohn, DMD

Featured product: GrandioSO 
Family of Flowables

Time has given us many dental materials 
as companies innovate and respond to 
demands of dentists in the !eld as well as patients’ needs. In terms of composites, 
many of these innovations revolve around faster placement for dentists and lon-
ger-lasting restorations for patients—the common thread is time. The fact that 
VOCO’s GrandioSO has lasted 10 years in a competitive marketplace is a testament 
to its being a !xture in time for practitioners and patients. 

   Go to bit.ly/3zZgNLD to read more. 

How to Repair Amalgam Restorations With Recurrent 
Caries 
by James Chae, DDS

Featured product: TheraCal LC®

This vital procedure requires a variety of tools and materials, including 
the light-cured, resin-modi!ed calcium silicate TheraCal LC® from 
BISCO. A male patient, aged 37 years, presented with failing amalgam 
restorations with recurrent caries on the upper left premolars (teeth #12 
and #13) and !rst molar (tooth #14). The resulting !nal restorations 
have a natural esthetic and blend nicely to the tooth.

   Go to bit.ly/3fMGzf9 to read more. 

TECHNIQUES 5 ARTICLES



NSK America Corp. www.nskdental.com 
1800 Global Parkway, Hoffman Estates, IL. 60192  •  Tel: +1 (888) 675-1675  •  Fax: +1 (800) 838-9328

POWERFUL. PRECISE. BALANCED.
NSK’s Award-winning Handpieces & Micromotor System were designed to inspire

the work of the clinician, prioritizing contamination reduction.

DualDefense

All NSK handpieces are equipped with a 
CLEAN HEAD SYSTEM that reduces suck-back.

All couplers and micromotors have integrated 
ANTI-RETRACTION SYSTEMS that reduce 
cross-contamination of water lines.

AEROSOL REDUCTION
with the flip of a switch

Water
Spray

Water
Jet

Ti-Max Z95L

AEROSOL REDUCTION

Ti-Max Z95L

AEROSOL REDUCTIONAEROSOL REDUCTION

Ti-Max Z95L

DualDefense

All NSK handpieces are equipped with a 
CLEAN HEAD SYSTEM

All couplers and micromotors have integrated 
ANTI-RETRACTION SYSTEMS
cross-contamination of water lines.

DualDefense

All NSK handpieces are equipped with a 
CLEAN HEAD SYSTEM

All couplers and micromotors have integrated 
ANTI-RETRACTION SYSTEMS
cross-contamination of water lines.
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Roland DGSHAPE DWX-42W
This year I decided to add a new mill to the of! ce technology mix. My 
choice was the DGSHAPE DWX-42W from Roland DGA. Although the 
company is new to the dental practice side, it has been a major player in 
the lab space for well over a decade. Ask anyone who knows the dental 
lab business and they will tell you Roland DGA makes incredibly pre-
cise, durable mills. They are well known for their maximum uptime, 
and the prostheses they create are amazing.

Because the device utilizes “open architecture,” it allows us to take 
scans from one of our iTero units, design them in exocad software, 
and send them to the mill with all those components working together seamlessly. To you, the reader, that 
means this mill will easily connect to any digital impression system on the market as well as any dental dig-
ital design software. Whether you want to accomplish same-day dentistry or simply want to control more 
of your output and cut your costs, the DWX-42W can help you accomplish those goals.

Orascoptic Dragonfl y
The combination of high-resolution surgical 
telescopes with a light that provides illumination 
everywhere you look is something none of us want 
to be without. The biggest downside was always 
the light because of the necessary battery pack 
and the cord from that battery to the light. Some 
companies have attempted to solve that problem 
with cordless lights; however, no one has done so 
elegant a job of that as Orascoptic did with its new 
light and loupe system called Dragon" y. 

The frame does not have folding arms, which 
means it doesn’t " ex. When you use the system, it 
! ts securely on your face with no effort required 
to get it comfortable. I have always been a fan of 
bright lighting and the company has stepped it up 
in that area, providing its TruColor LED lamp 
with settings of 78 and 49 lumens that can be 
switched with the push of a button.

The batteries are in the arms of the glasses, and I 
can work all day on a single charge.

AdDent Compex HD
For years, I have used countertop warmers to 
preheat my composite prior to placement. The 
only drawback to countertop warmers is that the 
moment you take the composite off the warmer, it 
begins to cool. That problem is solved by AdDent’s 
new Compex HD heated composite dispenser.

The “gun” device allows the user to snap a car-
tridge into the barrel; a heater in the barrel quickly 
brings the cartridge to the desired temperature. 
This warming process takes about 30 seconds. 
The device extrudes the composite easily and has 
an “eject” button that makes switching cartridges 
quick and simple.

The device operates on a rechargeable battery. I 
also love the fact that the unit has an “auto shutoff” 
feature that turns the unit off after 10 minutes. 

As good as the device is now, the company has 
told me about some amazing improvements they 
will be making to the device in the very near future.  
The upgraded device may be available by the time 
you read this, but if not, soon thereafter.  AdDent is 
a company that makes amazing products and this 
is just one more reason I am such a fan.

PRODUCTSTEST DRIVES Chief Dental Editor and Technology Editor John Flucke, DDS, reviews his favorite 
dental product test drives of 2022, and shares what he is looking forward to in 2023. 

Pearl Second Opinion
Over the past 5 years, I have worked on helping 
several companies with dental AI software. I 
have looked at thousands of radiographs and 
then viewed them again after the computer 
analysis has been done. I was quickly enamored 
with the entire genre of machine learning.

Then I saw Pearl. Once installed in your of! ce, the 
Pearl Second Opinion system combs through your 
existing patient radiographs and runs its algorithm 
on them, looking for pathologies such as caries, 
calculus, periapical radiolucencies, and bone loss.

The system also runs its algorithm every time you 
take a radiograph and shows you what it sees in near 
real time.

What the system does is provide more data to 
allow the doctor to make better decisions. I am also 
impressed that Pearl is the only company in this space 
that is not trying to sell to doctors and the insurance 
industry. Pearl is for dentists only.

Second Opinion is the most powerful clinical 
AI software that the United States Food and Drug 
Administration has deemed safe and effective as a 
chairside disease detection aid for dentists.

IT’S THAT TIME OF YEAR 
AGAIN. This is one of 
my favorite articles to 
write and, from the 
emails and messages I 
receive, it appears that 

many of you enjoy it as well. As chief 
dental editor and technology editor 
of Dental Products Report®, I get 
incredible opportunities to see and 
use lots of up-and-coming devices 
and techniques every year. Then, 
in December, I get to tell all of you 
about my 5 favorites from this year’s 
crop of Test Drives. Let’s get to it.

JOHN FLUCKE, DDS

TOP 5 (PLUS 1)TEST DRIVES OF 2022

Save Chair Time for Treatment

mouthwatch.com/talk

877.544.4342

Shifting Post-Op to Virtual Adds Patient 
Convenience and Saves Chair Time 
for Treatment. Learn More About 
the Benefits of Teledentistry at 
mouthwatch.com/talk



TOP 5 TEST DRIVES5 PRODUCTS

WRAPPING UP
2022 has been an amazing year for new products. 
This year was one of my more dif! cult Top 5 Test 
Drives to write, simply because there were so many 
new products I was really impressed with. I think one 
of the best things about our profession is the almost 
constant pace of innovation. I think we are approach-
ing an incredible “next phase” of our profession.

I think this next phase will build upon the constant 
growth of 3D in the profession. We can already merge 
digital impressions into CBCT data sets, and this will 
lead to a constantly updated 3D patient record. That 
will combine with the almost unfathomable abilities 
of AI platforms to create, not only being able to “hold 
a patient’s head in the palm of your hand” but to also 
be better informed with objective third-party data on 
potential pathologies. Imagine a patient with a large 
edentulous space. You are virtually treatment plan-
ning 2 implants and being told “occlusal forces are 
calculated to be X on 2 implants and Y on 3 implants,” 
which will allow you to treatment plan with a more 
favorable clinical outcome.

That scenario is much closer to reality than you 
might think. Buckle up. The ride is going to get much 
more exciting.

WhipMix VeriONE System
WhipMix was founded as a company that made 
products for the lost-wax technique, but rather than 
continuing to follow the path that got them here, 
the company pivoted along with the profession. Its 
answer is the VeriONE System, composed of digital 
impression scanners, 3D printers, 3D model postprint 
curing devices, and postprint model washers. 

Rather than the doctor contacting multiple 
companies to buy the individual components, you can 
call WhipMix and get everything from a coordinated, 
stable manufacturing source. The company has created 
a 1-stop turnkey system for doing 3D lab work. If 
you have any problems, you only have 1 company 
to deal with. Every piece of the system works well.

Plus 1: CleanSpace 
HALO Respirator
Earlier this year I wrote an article about what I 
would consider if buying a truly safe and wearable 
personal respirator. I was then contacted by 
CleanSpace. They were more than happy to provide 
me with a demo unit of their CleanSpace HALO 
product line and then trained me on its use.

It is comfortable even when I was wearing my surgical 
telescopes. Fans in the system scrub the air through 
! lters as you breathe, and they maintain a positive air 
pressure by speeding or slowing air intake.  As you 
inhale, the fans speed up to increase pressure and when 
you exhale, the fans slow down to decrease the pressure. 
I can say I have never felt safer from airborne pathogens 
than when I was wearing the CleanSpace HALO.

Save Chair Time for Treatment

mouthwatch.com/talk

877.544.4342

mouthwatch.com/talk

Shifting Post-Op to Virtual Adds Patient 
Convenience and Saves Chair Time 
for Treatment. Learn More About 
the Benefits of Teledentistry at 
mouthwatch.com/talk
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DENTALTECHNOLOGY
The editors of Dental Products Report® share a look at 
the top 10 innovative technology products that went on 
the market within the last year.

PRODUCTS

[ 3D PRINTER  ]

LC Opus
With its rugged construction, the LC (Light Crystal) Opus has been designed to 
provide reliable, repeatable performances for beginners or experienced users. It 
features a build volume of 310 ! 174 ! 220 mm and XY resolution of 81 "m. The 
printer also features a double-sealed vat construction with carrying handles and a 
pouring spout. The unit offers even light distribution with the use of light tolerance 
LEDs, which are chosen for both intensity and wavelength, ensuring a uniform cure. 
Ultraquiet pulse width modulation fans provide ef# cient cooling for the high-pow-
ered LED array, enabling it to run at high temperatures for sustained periods.

Photocentric
623-581-3220  |  photocentricgroup.us 
CIRCLE RS #37

[ INTRAORAL SCANNER  ]

VivaScan
VivaScan from Ivoclar is a compact intraoral scanner offering a $ exible experience 
with its slim, lightweight, ergonomic design. Weighing only 230 g, VivaScan # ts 
easily into routine work$ ows, and the plug-and-play function allows it to be used as 
a mobile system. The scanner needs only 1 cable to connect to a laptop, enhancing 
portability and eliminating the hassle of tangled cords. It comes with 2 different-sized 
tips, and the innovative laser system delivers accurate results more quickly. VivaScan 
also connects the practice to the Ivoclar Cloud, a user-friendly # le-sharing solution 
that clinicians use to optimize digital work$ ows.

Ivoclar
716-691-0010  |  ivoclar.com 
CIRCLE RS #38

[ 3D PRINTING SOLUTION  ]

Primeprint
With a simpli# ed, automated printing process, this 
new 3D printing solution makes it easy to manufacture 
patient-speci# c and biocompatible appliances. The 
printer uses digital light processing technology by which 
resins are polymerized using UV light. The light projector 
hardens the resin, layer by layer. Primeprint also auto-
mates the postprocessing of printed objects. This was  
the # rst device by the company built speci# cally to inte-
grate into the digital universe Dentsply Sirona is creating 
with technology partner Google Cloud.

Dentsply Sirona
844-848-0137  |  dentsplysirona.com
CIRCLE RS #35

[ INTRAORAL SCANNER  ]

Aoralscan 3  
The third generation of Aurident’s Aoralscan features a 
new design, fast scan speed, high accuracy, powerful 
arti# cial intelligence processing, intuitive communica-
tion, and a 3-year warranty. It can be used for general 
restorations, implants, and orthodontics. The lightweight 
scanner has 1-button control, automatic antifogging, a 
dynamic LED indicator, and is ergonomically designed for 
handheld operation. The scan # eld of view (FOV) is 58% 
greater than that of the Aoralscan 2, with a 16 ! 12-mm 
FOV (standard tip) and up to 22-mm scan depth. 

Aurident
800-422-7373  |  aurident.com
CIRCLE RS #36

[ compiled by Kellie Nock ]

DENTAL TECHNOLOGY is a constantly 
evolving, improving # eld, compelling 
innovators to make their mark each 
year. 2022 was a year of great 
innovation in the dental # eld, allowing 
clinicians to serve patients better 
than ever. From dental 3D printers to 
intraoral scanners, the innovations of 
2022 helped clinicians dive into digital 
dentistry, boosting ef# ciency, saving 
money, and improving quality of 
care. Here are the top 10 new dental 
technologies of 2022. 
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[ ZEENO ROBOT ]

Zeeno Robot 
The Zeeno Robot can perform basic functions, 
including greeting patients, escorting patients into 
the operatory, carrying instruments to sterilization, 
and playing educational videos and music. Standing 
just over 3 ft high, Zeeno Robot features a ROBOX™ 
navigation system with Temi’s human-robot interaction 
and autonomous navigation. The robot features a mul-
titouch 10-inch LCD display that tilts –15º to +55º. It’s 
designed to last up to 8 hours on a single charge and 
will autonomously charge its battery when low.  

Zeeno Robotics
866-236-4787  |  zeenorobotics.com 
CIRCLE RS #42

[ DIODE LASER ]

Ultrafast Laser
The Ultrafast Laser is a wireless diode laser designed to 
eliminate setup time and messy cords. Ultrafast features 
an ergonomic design and is said to provide superior 
performance. It delivers continuous 3-W and maximum 
5-W pulsed power at 808 nm, and its green aiming beam 
allows better visual clarity during procedures. It comes 
with easily disposable ! ber tips and a slide-in laser shield. 
The laser is durable with a scratch-resistant solid aircraft 
aluminum body. It runs 45 minutes continuously on a 
single charge, weighs only 3.5 oz, and measures 6.4 in.

DentLight 
800-763-6901  |   dentlight.com 
CIRCLE RS #39

[ 3D PRINTERS ]

Einstein™ Series 
Desktop Health has launched its new family of dental 3D 
printers: the Einstein Series. This series of 3D printers 
uses digital light processing technology for the best ! t 
and ! nish and Hyperprint™ technology to use heat, 
and a closed-loop software upgrade. The entire series 
includes the Einstein, made for general dentists who 
wish to use chairside printing. With the combination of 
these 3D printers and Flexcera™ Smile Ultra+ dental 
resins, dental professionals have the tools they need to 
deliver accurate, 3D printable smiles.

Desktop Health
866-815-2871  |  dental.desktophealth.com  
CIRCLE RS #43

[ INTRAORAL SCANNER ]

fastscan.io™ Scanning Solution 
The fastscan.io Scanning Solution combines the same 
technologies behind the Medit i700 scanner and the 
glidewell.io™ In-Of! ce Solution, and Glidewell’s dental 
lab. These 3 aspects merge to create an intraoral scanner 
said to offer dental practices an advanced scanning 
solution at an affordable price point. The fastscan.io is 
designed to be lightweight, with reversible tips, a detach-
able cable, and a UV-C LED disinfecting light. Clinicians 
who use the fastscan.io will be able to submit cases to 
Glidewell’s lab or a lab of their choice.

Glidewell 
800-854-7256  |   Glidewelldental.com 
CIRCLE RS #40

[ DESKTOP PRINTER ]

XiP 
The XiP printer joins the NXE 400 and NXD 200 in 
Nexa3D’s 3D printing offerings. The XiP can work best 
in a busy commercial environment, making it a good ! t 
for a variety of labs and practices. Based on Nexa3D’s 
proprietary lubricant sublayer photo-curing technology, 
the XiP aims to combine a small footprint with high 
throughput for production-grade applications. It features 
a large build volume, 3.8-L print volume, high resolution, 
and 50-"m/100-"m/200-"m layer thicknesses.

Nexa3D 
805-465-9001  |   nexa3d.com 
CIRCLE RS #41

DENTAL TECHNOLOGY 10 PRODUCTS

[ INTRAORAL SCANNER ]

MEDIT i700 wireless
The i700 is an intraoral scanner designed as a wireless 
wand with the same speed, accuracy, and lightness. 
It is said to offer a smooth, quick scanning experience 
backed by 60-GHz wireless technology. All-day 
scanning is supported by a single battery, which offers 
1 hour of continuous scanning and up to 8 hours in 
standby mode. The camera on the i700 Wireless is said 
to capture up to 70 frames per second. It features a 
reversible tip and wider scanning area, allowing for easy, 
comfortable use from any angle. 

Medit
Medit.com
CIRCLE RS #44



GET A GREAT ROI WITH FASTSCAN.IO™

IN YOUR PRACTICE

The fastscan.io is your affordable, straightforward path to 
digital dentistry.

! fastscan.io delivers the speed, accuracy, and light 
weight of the Medit® i700®.

! No monthly subscription or licensing fees; backed by 
manufacturer-direct support and training from Glidewell.

! Comes complete with portable cart, laptop, and 
monitor for wired and wireless scanner options.

! Enjoy a seamless connection to Glidewell for a 3-day 
turnaround and $20 savings or more per unit on model-
free cases.

! An open system design gives you the flexibility to send open system design gives you the flexibility to send open system design gives you the flexibility
cases to your lab of choice.

MKT-013295_1

NEW!

SCANNING SOLUTION

glidewell.com  !  888-683-2063

fastscan.iofastscan.io™ lives up to the name — its speed and 
simplicity are exactly what we needed to expand simplicity are exactly what we needed to expand 
our in-office treatments at a fraction of the cost of our in-office treatments at a fraction of the cost of 
other scanners on the market.other scanners on the market. The fact that it has 
no monthly fees and even includes a cart, laptop, and no monthly fees and even includes a cart, laptop, and 
monitor is outstanding.monitor is outstanding.

! Dr. Joshua Prentice | Bend, OR
Graduate of the University of Oklahoma College of Dentistry

Contact us for current promotional trade-in 
offers and payment plans.

Add the 
fastscan.io

 Scanning Solution 
to your practice 

for only

Medit and i700 are registered trademarks of Medit Corporation.  GD-3346700-111122

$18,990

For more information about fastscan.io 
scan the QR code or visit 
glidewell.com/fastscan-io
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[ VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL ]

PhoneSight
PhoneSight is a Voice over Internet Protocol integrated 
with Henry Schein One patient software, Dentrix Patient 
Engage, Demandforce, and Lighthouse. It’s designed for 
practices to route calls and provide a better patient expe-
rience through personalized interactions. PhoneSight 
uses a Smart Caller ID to display patient information, such 
as upcoming appointments. Team members can use this 
information in patient interactions, leading to better qual-
ity of service. Other features include custom greetings, 
auto attendants, and custom hold messages and music. 

Henry Schein One
800-366-8749   |  henryscheinone.com
CIRCLE RS #48

[ compiled by Kristin Hohman ]

YEAR AFTER YEAR, technology changes 
the dental industry, and 2022 has been 
no exception. Software innovations are 
constantly changing the way clinicians 
treat patients, how dental practices 
operate, and how well they communicate 
with dental labs and patients. This year 
has seen breakthroughs in arti!cial 
intelligence, CAD/CAM, purchasing, 
practice management, and more. Here 
are the top 10 new software applications 
for 2022.

A look at the 10 new software applications that drew the most attention 
from the Dental Products Report® audience throughout the past year.PRODUCTS

[ AI SOFTWARE ]

Caries Assist 
Caries Assist is an AI-powered dental caries detection 
and outlining software for chairside aid and patient 
communication that is designed to help clinicians 
accurately detect caries and reduces the rate of 
missed lesions (false negatives). With this technology, 
Overjet will support clinicians in being more effective 
and ef!cient by presenting them with accurate !nd-
ings, identifying anatomical structures and common 
pathologies, and providing instant visualizations while 
improving patient-dentist communication.

Overjet
833-OVERJET  |  overjet.ai
CIRCLE RS #47

[ SOFTWARE ]

Virtual Practice   
The Virtual Practice platform is designed for doctors and patients to partner during 
the entire treatment journey through a suite of intelligent work"ows and tools. 
The platform lets clinicians better identify, engage, qualify, and convert leads; 
optimize treatment and monitor patients, and bene!t from creation of new revenue 
streams. DentalMonitoring is launching the Virtual Practice Platform to meet grow-
ing patient expectations.

DentalMonitoring
737-201-9002  |  dental-monitoring.com 
CIRCLE RS #49

[ CAD/CAM SOFTWARE ]

3.0 Galway
ChairsideCAD 3.0 Galway is a chairside work"ow that is highly automated, intuitive, 
and optimized for practice use. The software includes a step-by-step guide through 
the design process and a smooth integration with open intraoral scanners, production 
devices, and implant systems. The new release is designed to offer improved automatic 
design proposals. ChairsideCAD 3.0 Galway’s Instant Anatomic Morphing enables 
ef!cient adjustments: the anatomy of teeth automatically adjusts in real time for dynamic 
occlusion. Smile design with exocad’s advanced 2D-3D approach is now faster, thanks to 
AI-based detection of facial features.

exocad
855-396-4223  |  exocad.com
CIRCLE RS #50

SOFTWARE



2 Appointment 
Dentures

Your digital dentures copilot:

with Dandy

Dandy’s denture workflow takes less time and 
can be completed in as little as 2 appointments. 
The digital design process makes it fast and easy 
to review and modify cases before manufacturing.

√ Fewer appointments

√ Support and training

√ Superior fit and comfort

Talk to a Dandy Lab Specialist today

TRYDANDY.COM/DENTURES-DPR

to learn more about our 2 Appointment Dentures by scanning 
the QR code or by visiting:

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 57
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[ DENTAL PURCHASING ]

vTail 
This app is designed to facilitate smoother communica-
tion between clinicians and manufacturers and improve 
ef!ciency. For instance, a practice can communicate 
with manufacturers through the app’s platform in a rela-
tively short time. vTail is also providing a product database 
and newsfeed for professionals. The app is free, Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-
enabled, and said to be safe for clinicians wishing to keep 
their data secure. 

vTail
vtail.co/dental  
CIRCLE RS #51

[ CARIES DETECTION ]

Videa Caries Assist
The FDA has issued 510(k) clearance for Videa Caries 
Assist, a caries detection algorithm powered by AI featur-
ing a unique, diverse coalition of data. This AI algorithm 
catches caries early; trials done by the FDA indicate that 
the number of missed caries was 43% lower for dentists 
using the AI. This algorithm is based on the Videa 
Factory, a data set with more than 100 million data points 
from a variety of dental sources such as practices, dental 
service organizations, and insurance companies.

VideaHealth
videa.ai 
CIRCLE RS #54

[ MOBILE APP ]

MyPerioHealth 
The MyPerioHealth app is described as a patient educa-
tion tool; it provides patients a way of understanding dif-
ferent stages and grades of periodontal disease. Patients 
who have received a diagnosis of periodontitis can use 
the app to gain a better understanding of their disease. 
The app complements manual staging and grading 
through its data collection and automated calculations 
using the American Academy of Periodontology guide-
lines. Patients can interface with dental professionals to 
gain insight on gum disease. The MyPerioHealth app 
can be used on a tablet or cell phone, with a web version 
available online.

OraPharma
866-273-7846  |  orapharma.com
CIRCLE RS #53

[ CBCT SOFTWARE ]

QuickVision 3D Implant 
Planning Software  
The QuickVision 3D Implant Planning software was 
updated to include AI functions and an expanded dental 
implant library. With this new AI functionality, QuickVision 
3D can auto-match DICOM and STL !les to easily create 
customized surgical guides. In addition, Owandy has 
been expanding the number of implant manufacturer 
libraries within the QuickVision 3D software, which now 
includes brandings such as Bicon, Dentsply Sirona, 
Nobel Biocare, and others. 

Owandy Radiology
516-858-5695  |  owandy.com 
CIRCLE RS #52

[ PRACTICE MANAGEMENT ]

Denticon Patient Engagement
With the Denticon Patient Engagement tool, dental 
practices and organizations can automate appointment 
reminders, create marketing campaigns, customize 
patient messages, and communicate important 
information. It is natively built into Denticon, allowing 
clinicians to use it immediately. Incorporating practice 
management software with patient engagement soft-
ware saves time while earning the practice more money 
in the long term, eliminating the hassle of desyncing 
between different software. 

Planet DDS
800-861-5098  |  planetdds.com
CIRCLE RS #55

SOFTWARE 10 PRODUCTS

[ DIGITAL WORKFLOW ]

DS Core 
DS Core is an open, cloud-based platform that inte-
grates the whole work"ow of digital dentistry. It was 
developed in collaboration with Google Cloud and gives 
dentists the power to do more so that they can focus on 
their patients and create easier ways to collaboratively 
work with labs, partners, and specialists. It seamlessly 
connects to Dentsply Sirona equipment and is acces-
sible across multiple devices. Practitioners can use DS 
Core to store different types of patient !les and make 
them accessible from multiple locations. 

Dentsply Sirona
844-848-0137  |  dentsplysirona.com
CIRCLE RS #56
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FABRICATE!CLEAR!ALIGNERS!IN!YOUR!OFFICE

GREAT!LAKES!
MAKES!

FABRICATING!
CLEAR!ALIGNERS

SIMPLE"!
AFFORDABLE"!&!

PROFITABLE

SCAN!PATIENTS!CHAIRSIDE

DESIGN!&!SET"UP!CLEAR!ALIGNERS

PRINT MODELS!DIGITALLY

FABRICATE!CLEAR!ALIGNERS

DELIVER!IN"OFFICE!
CLEAR!ALIGNERS

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE THE BEST
DIGITAL COMPONENTS TO MEET THE DEMANDS 

OF YOUR EVOLVING PRACTICE

Intraoral Scanners & So#ware
Desktop Digital Printers or $D Digital 
Printing Systems
Biostar® or MiniSTAR® Thermal Forming 
Machines 
ComfortTrack™ Clear Aligner Material

CONTACT A GREAT LAKES DIGITAL 
WORKFLOW SPECIALIST TODAY! 

TRIOS® ! INTRAORAL SCANNER

CLEAR ALIGNER STUDIO

UNIZ NBEE DESKTOP "D PRINTER

MiniSTAR S® THERMAL FORMING MACHINE 
WITH SCAN TECHNOLOGY

GreatLakesDentalTech.com  |  800.828.7626
GREAT PEOPLE.  GREAT PRODUCTS.  GREAT LAKES.

Digital_Workflow_SMPP813Rev110122_DPR_10.5x13.75.indd   1 11/16/22   11:24 AM
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Here is a look at what Lou Shuman, DMD, CAGS, considers the top 
dental industry impacts for 2022. For more articles by Dr Shuman, 
visit dentalproductsreport.com.

IMPACTSGAME CHANGERS

IS THE BEST SOLUTION
FOR YOUR PRACTICE

VISION
Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 59

TRIOS 5
3Shape’s debut of the TRIOS 5 Wireless brings a completely 
new, state-of-the-art intraoral scanner into the market. This is 
the company’s smallest and lightest scanner to date. TRIOS 
5 makes scanning simple, smoother, and faster, with its 
LED ring and haptic sensory feedback that guide you during 
digital impressions. ScanAssist technology lets you scan in 
any direction you want, while reducing misalignment and 
distortion in 3D models.  Hygiene is raised to a new level with 
the FDA-cleared, closed autoclavable scanner tip protected 
by scratch-free sapphire glass, as well as ultra-thin, snug, and 
near-invisible single-use scanner body sleeve-covers that 
minimize risk for cross-contamination. The unit is 30% more 
compact than before and weighs 10.6 ounces with the battery, 
and 10.5 inches long.  

Women in Dentistry
Women’s impact on dentistry continues to be signi! cant. According to an article in the 
American Dental Association (ADA) blog New Dentist, “Forty years ago, only 7% of 
dental school graduates in the U.S. were women. In 2017, according to the ADA Health 
Policy Institute, that percentage was up to 49%.”2 The article continues that women 
dentists today make up 18% of dental school deans and 28% of state dental society 
presidents. There are more women than ever in non-clinical C-suite roles in dentistry.
There is even a new non-pro! t organization, Women in DSO, to support and highlight 
the contributions of women in DSOs. 
The group empowers women in 
DSOs by meaningful networking with 
industry experts, mentoring with DSO 
leaders, and offering a platform to 
showcase their talents and triumphs.  

OnX Printing Resin
In-house production of 3D-printed denture teeth reduces 
patient visits and chair time. SprintRay’s new OnX resin is a 
next generation hybrid ceramic, class II resin designed for 
the fabrication of dental prosthetics. Created using propri-
etary NanoFusion™ technology, OnX Tough is durable, and 
its smooth surface ! nish looks and feels like natural enamel. 
The resin is 5 times tougher than ! rst generation technology 
and is easy to post process and characterize. Its advanced 
formula requires minimal resin prep that touts up to 7 times 
faster time to teeth than the leading competitor.

OraCare
OraCare is an alternative to chlorhexidine 
and has impacted my overall health, as 
I use it daily. This revolutionary product 
line was created by dental professionals. 
OraCare harnesses the power of activated 
chlorine dioxide and xylitol to successfully 
combat bacteria, viruses, fungi, bio! lm, 
and volatile sulfur compounds. It can 
be used for everyday care, tissue man-
agement, pre-rinsing, dry mouth, fungal 
infections, cancer care, bad breath, and 
periodontal disease.

8
TOP GAME CHANGERS OF2022

[ by Lou Shuman, DMD, CAGS ]

THINKING ABOUT THE TOPICS 
and products that were game 
changers this year is a humbling 
and awe-inspiring experience. 
Visionaries in the dental 
community change the way we 
practice and the quality of care 
that we can offer our patients. 
Some, like the Bien-Air Nova 
and 3Shape TRIOS 5, have 
been Best of Class winners 
for many years, continually 
impressing my expert panel of 
dental professionals. Others are 
debuting on the scene and are 
sure to make processes more 
precise and accurate. 

Bien-Air Nova 
Bien-Air’s newest update, Bien-Air Nova, sports a new design 
with small head and slim handle that enhances your ! eld of vision 
and guarantees access to the back of the mouth.  Stainless steel 
makes it lighter, improves ergonomics, and reduces wrist fatigue. 
The new design makes it 4 times more durable with gears reduc-
ing friction and protecting against wear, and the improved chuck 
system reduces the risk of jamming. With cross contamination 
as a concern, an anti-retraction valve reduces the " ow of " uids 
from the mouth back into the dental unit’s hoses, and the sealed 
head lessens aspiration of " uids into the instrument head. Heat-
arresting technology prevents the buildup of heat to reduce the 
risk of burns to patients, and the Accu-Spray Quattro Mix system 
focuses 4 asymmetrical water sprays on the end of the bur with 
laser precision.

Nobio Infi nix
Nobio In! nix line of advanced restorative materials is also 
a multiple Best of Class award winner. With Nobio QASi 
antimicrobial technology integrated into the resin matrix, 
this updated composite is designed to help reduce 
demineralization and prevent recurrent decay. The 
ingredients contain an antibacterial molecule built into the 
resin matrix, killing bacteria that come into contact with 
it. A recent article in JADA by the esteemed John D.B. 
Featherstone noted that “QASi particles in composite 
restorations signi! cantly reduce demineralization in 
enamel adjacent to these restorations.”1 He continued, 
“The addition of the QASi particles to the In! nix™ [range 
of products] reduces demineralization, which is part of 
the caries-formation process.” 
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Promethean  
Promethean Dental Systems’ game-changing tech-
nology features a virtual reality-haptic simulator called 
the Simodont Dental Trainer. Outpacing manikins or 
human patients, the Simodont can replicate the operator 
experience of any handheld dental instrument, producing 
a real-time 3D rendering of the procedure while getting 
crisp and precise tactical feedback from the instrument. 
This technology is so realistic, you can distinguish 
between different dental tissues in a crown-prep pro-
cedure. And you can repeat the process to start over as 
many times as needed by pressing a button, promoting 
pro! ciency, speed, and ef! ciency. At Promethean’s new 
Performance Institute at Lincoln Memorial University 
(LMU) in Knoxville, Tennessee, you can experience 
anything from simulated individual procedures to entire 
dental work" ows as well as end-to-end, full mouth recon-
struction in virtual reality. 

Artifi cial Intelligence (AI) 
AI is taking dentistry by storm with companies like Pearl and Overjet 
leading the charge. Pearl’s Second Opinion software serves as 
the dentist’s second set of eyes for many common conditions that 
appear in radiographs. The system detects signs of pathologies 
and other treatable conditions, including early caries or periapical 
radiolucencies. Don’t just take my word for it — Second Opinion 
software received a special mention on Time magazine’s Best 
Inventions of 2022 list. 

Another AI standout, Overjet, helps payers and providers 
improve care by evaluating clinical performance and combining 
clinical AI ! ndings in radiographs with patient and treatment data 
from the practice management system. 

If you haven’t heard of Diagnocat, you will. It’s amazing.
Diagnocat ! nds over 35 conditions in 2D images, Bitewings/FMX, 
and pans in 10 seconds and over 65 conditions including rare 
pathologies on your CBCT images in 5 minutes. Diagnocat offers 
preset 3D reports for multiple common situations, including a 
DICOM-to-STL conversion and segmentation of the anatomy that 
sections the facial soft tissue and all of the teeth into individual STL 
! les. Diagnocat has also launched 3D Fusion, which does a super-
imposition of the intraoral scan and the CBCT along with a fusion of 
the crowns of the intraoral scan and the roots of the CBCT.

OraQ is a state-of-the-art clinical decision support system that 
quickly and precisely combines the power of AI with machine 
learning. It learns from the thousands of dental professionals who 
employ OraQ as their assessment tool. As the dentist, you still have 
100% control to accept or reject diagnostic recommendations.

VICTORY FOR DENTISTRY
Recently, Massachusetts voters 
voted to reform dental insurance, 
requiring carriers to spend at least 
83% of revenues on members’ dental 
expenses and improvements instead 
of administrative costs. The law, to 
come into effect in 2024, will create 
increased reimbursements to patients 
for dental care, and it is expected that 
dentists will also bene! t from increased 
case acceptance for procedures that 
patients could not previously afford or 
choose not to pay for. Nationally, the 
ADA, dentists, state dental societies, 
and other health care organizations 
publicly backed the initiative. 

These are such exciting updates, the 
products, people, and initiatives that 
are driving our profession to such 
greatness. Congratulations to the 
2022 Game Changers and the signif-
icant impact you are bringing to the 
dental profession.

References available online at 
dentalproductsreport.com.
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I’m sorry, Dave, I’m afraid I 
can’t do that,” chimed HAL, the arti-
! cial intelligence (AI)-powered super-
computer in 2001: A Space Odyssey, 
ominously. Many people think of this 
iconic moment when they envision AI 
technology: A computer has reached 
sentience to the disadvantage of the 
humans working with it. 

Although our technology is still 
far from the sentient HAL sabotag-
ing astronauts’ attempt to deactivate 
it, AI has undeniably in! ltrated our 
daily lives and almost every indus-
try and ! eld, including dentistry. 
Luckily, our CBCT machines and 
practice management software have 
yet to revolt against us, instead inte-
grating AI for valuable diagnostic, 
treatment planning, and practice 
management support. 

AI, or the ability for a program 
to mirror human problem-solving 
capabilities through pattern recogni-
tions, falls under 2 large umbrellas: 
Advanced performance and limited 

functionality. The more evolved AI 
can perform tasks with a human-
like level of pro! ciency (ultimately, 
think HAL). We have not reached 
this apex in AI technology, but we 
do have limited functionality at our 
disposal. Although the technology 
is less evolved, it provides invaluable 
assistance in streamlining and auto-
mating tasks. 

Within these 2 umbrellas, AI is gen-
erally broken down into 4 categories 
based on its ability to “think.” These 
categories are reactive, limited mem-
ory, theory of mind, and self-aware.1

AI can also be rolled into an alternate 
classi! cation system consisting of 
arti! cial narrow intelligence (ANI), 
arti! cial general intelligence (AGI), 
and arti! cial superintelligence (ASI).1

Reactive AI
The oldest and most basic form, 
reactive AI, draws conclusions from 
patterns in data by using statistical 
models and algorithms. Reactive 

machine-learning models analyze 
huge amounts of data to identify pat-
terns and produce output.

One example of reactive AI is the 
spam ! lter. Spam ! lters analyze 
text to determine whether the pres-
ence and repetition of certain key 
words should trigger a move to the 
spam folder.2 Net" ix3 and other 
streaming services also employ AI to 
create movie and television recom-
mendations based on past consumed 
content. AI helps power Net" ix’s rec-
ommendation algorithm and to shape 
the company’s catalog of movies and 
TV shows.3

You may recall IBM’s Deep Blue 
chess-playing computer that defeated 
world champion Garry Kasparov 
in 1997—this is another example 
of reactive AI.4 During the match 
against Kasparov, the machine was 
able to identify pieces on a chessboard 
and understand how each moved. 
Deep Blue was also able to make 
predictions about its opponent’s next 

moves and choose the best next move 
from a range of possibilities.4 How-
ever, reactive AI does not have any 
memory of what happened before. 
Aside from a speci! c chess rule about 
avoiding use of the same move more 
than 3 times in a row, Deep Blue was 
only able to assess the board in pres-
ent time.4

Limited Memory AI
To enhance the machine’s ability to 
form these more accurate conclu-
sions, the machine needs to be able 
to learn. Limited memory machines 
can make the reactive decisions of 
reactive AI, but also can learn from 
past input.1 This type of AI stores 
large volumes of data and experien-
tial knowledge to use as references 
for solving problems in the future.1 It 
! lters through this data to make pre-
dictions and inferences about what 
will happen and can evolve to make 
improved decisions going forward.1

Most current applications of AI fall 
under this category, including self-
driving cars, chatbots, and virtual 
assistants.1 Self-driving cars monitor 
the environment and movement of 
traf! c and analyze previous patterns 
to make decisions on the road. The 
cars learn from past experiences and 
behaviors to predict future outcomes, 
making them fairly reliable (except 
for the 400 accidents that happened 
in cars with automated technology 
from July 2021 to May 15, 2022).5

Another example of limited mem-
ory AI is image recognition. This soft-
ware views and analyzes hundreds of 
thousands of images and stores them 
in its memory, allowing it to learn 
what the different objects are and be 
able to identify them in the future. 
The more images the program views, 
the more it learns, and the quicker its 
accuracy improves. 

This type of AI is being used exten-
sively in dentistry, particularly in end-
odontic and orthodontic treatment 
planning and caries detection. Den-
tistry primarily implements 2 types of 
AI: arti! cial neural networks (ANNs) 
and convolutional neural networks 
(CNNs). ANNs are modeled on neu-
ral networks in the brain. They can 
identify patterns in data and learn to 
recognize the patterns going forward. 
CNNs analyze visual images, which 
is particularly helpful in diagnostics 
and in evaluating dental radiography. 

DEFINING AIARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

No longer just science fi ction, artifi cial intelligence is an 
evolving technology that is making its way into the 
dental practice.  [by Laura Dorr ]

TYPES OF ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE, 
EXPLAINED  

“
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By viewing thousands of past scans 
and images, AI-powered software is 
able to identify caries with increas-
ing accuracy. The industry is !nding 
these machines to be impressively 
effective. A 2020 study had AI-pow-
ered software examine images from 
109 different patients that contained 
153 periapical lesions. The AI system 
detected 142 of the total 153 lesions, 
for an accuracy rate of 92.8%.6 Other 
research has had similar results.

“If you look at our clinical trial 
results, the technology is able to prov-
ably surface an average of 37% more 
disease than human practitioners 
are able to identify, which is a mas-
sive amount if you think about it,” 
says Ophir Tanz, founder and CEO 
of Pearl. “And it’s not surprising, 
because if you look at a radiograph 
and that radiograph has maybe some 
interproximal caries, a periodical 
lesion, and calculus—these are really 
easy to miss a lot of the time because 
they’re small and they’re faint. But it’s 
important to catch this disease early, 
so you can issue the best care, and the 
platforms are helping with that.”

Pearl’s Second Opinion® dental 
AI platform automatically detects a 
range of conditions (including car-
ies, calculus, margin discrepancies, 
periapical lesions, and more) in dental 
x-rays for patients 12 and older. Pearl 
designed the technology to serve as 
a second set of “eyes” for the dentist; 
the technology doesn’t replace the 
expertise of the dentist, but can assist 
in identifying problem areas. Tanz 
believes that this technology can sup-
port the dentist in providing better 
care. 

“Our clinical trials have shown 
that computers are able to identify 
pathology in a way that is superior 

to humans,” Tanz says. “It shouldn’t 
be so surprising, since you have 
machines that are able to beat every 
conceivable human at chess.” 

Eric Giesecke, chief executive 
of!cer of Planet DDS, has also seen 
the bene!ts of AI-supported care 
and expects use of AI in dentistry to 
keep growing across the clinical and 
practice-management sides, thanks 
to its many bene!ts.

“We hear from the market that 
dentists are most excited about the 
caries detection use case for AI,” 
he says. “As practices are grappling 
with hiring shortages, in"ation, 
and changing patient expectations, 
practices that implement AI for caries 
detection will help patients feel more 
con!dent and informed about their 
diagnosis and treatment options. 
With the support of AI, dentists can 
increase case acceptance and even 
accelerate claims processing. AI also 
improves the experience for dentists 
by allowing them to leverage machine 
learning to deliver better patient out-
comes faster.”

All existing AI (reactive and limited 
memory) falls under the classi!cation 
of ANI.1 ANI is an AI system that is 
limited to performing autonomous 
tasks with humanlike capabilities but 
cannot exceed its programming (giv-
ing it a “narrow” range of abilities).1 
These types of AI may be able to do 
a task faster or better than humans, 
but they can only do the tasks for 
which they are designed.1 Even our 
most advanced AI today, such as deep 
learning and machine learning (or 
technology that can grow and learn), 
is considered ANI.

Theory-of-Mind AI
Although limited memory and reac-
tive AI are in use, theory-of-mind 
AI is under development and only 
exists conceptually. The goal of 
theory-of-mind AI is for the technol-
ogy to understand intents (such as 
emotions, beliefs, thought processes, 
needs, and goals) of individuals it is 
interacting with.1 The term theory-
of-mind, co-opted from psychology, 
means that humans’ feelings and 
thoughts affect their behavior. To 
reach this level, AI systems would 
need to understand this and adjust 
their responses accordingly.

“Understanding” is the primary 
roadblock to the development of 
theory-of-mind AI; although AI can 
identify periapical lesions, it does not 
understand what it has identi!ed or 
why it is important. Theory-of-mind 
AI would be able to understand the 
motives behind this and would be 
able to learn with fewer examples 
because of that. This milestone has 
not been achieved, but it could have 
far-reaching implications.

Self-Aware AI
AI-wary folks can breathe easy: 
Self-aware AI is far down the road. 
This type of AI, such as the infamous 
HAL, is so similar to the human 
brain that it will be self-aware.1 
Essentially, HAL is just as smart, 
understanding, and competent as 
humans—maybe more so. Self-aware 
AI will be able to understand, evoke, 
and even feel emotion (think Sonny 
from I, Robot), which could put it at 
odds with human intentions.1 

This future AI (as well as theory-of-
mind AI) falls under the categories of 
AGI and ASI, in which AI systems can 
understand things completely, like a 

human. AGI systems will be able to 
learn, understand, and respond as a 
person can. They will form connec-
tions across different systems, allow-
ing them to grow and have multiple 
areas of competency.1 

ASI takes everything from AGI and 
elevates it to the next level. In addition 
to being able to replicate the many 
facets of human intelligence, this AI 
will simply be better—faster, smarter, 
sharper, with improved memory 
and the ability to analyze data and 
respond quicker than any person.1 
Although the temptation of having 
such high-powered machines at our 
disposal may be there, it may be in the 
best interest of humans that we not let 
AI get too smart (at least, according to 
about 100 feature !lms and books). 

With AI constantly improving and 
developing, dentists should be on the 
lookout for solutions that can bene!t 
their practices and, ultimately, the 
patient care they provide. AI will 
never replace the clinician in the oper-
atory, but from treatment planning 
to practice management, marketing 
to diagnostics, CAD/CAM to CBCT, 
all areas of dentistry will continue to 
see AI integration and bene!t from 
the streamlining and assistance it 
can provide. AI’s potential to revo-
lutionize the dental !eld through the 
development of solutions to different 
problems will ultimately make the 
dental industry stronger. Although 
we may not be ready for our robot 
overlords, we can certainly embrace 
the intuitive and predictive technol-
ogy that can streamline and support 
the daily dental practice tasks.  

For references visit 
dentalproductsreport.com
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PICTURE THIS: You want to start a 
marketing campaign to promote a 
higher-value service in your practice. 
However, you need to reach the right 
type of patient—perhaps those who 
have dental insurance or can afford to 
pay out of pocket. Luckily, your mar-
keting software leverages machine 
learning and can continuously collect 
data to manage and adjust ad spend-
ing across digital channels, ensuring 
you get optimal placement with 
the most relevant message reaching 
that ideal patient. Your software 
automatically, without any direction, 
contacts potential patients, collects 
their information, and gets them to 
agree to a consultation.

Then, your practice growth 
software schedules appointments. 
Patients check in online, and all their 
relevant information is compiled in a 
cloud account, eliminating the need 
for a physical check-in and a hunt for 
old records. The patients’ scans are 
taken at a scanning facility and, again, 
uploaded to the cloud account that 
you can view from your home of! ce. 
Once you open the ! les, you’ll see 
the list of problem areas the software 
has assembled. It has also already 
referred patients to a specialty location 
where they can undergo the neces-
sary implant surgery, performed by 
a robotic device with unprecedented 
surgical precision. 

AI offers numerous bene! ts, and 
machine learning can streamline 
almost any process, but there will 
always be a need for the human 
touch, at least for the foreseeable 
future. Currently, AI (reactive and 
limited-memory) takes in hordes of 
data and produces output based on 

that input. Although limited-memory 
AI can store data for use in solving 
future problems, it cannot make 
informed decisions.

“Clinicians should always make the 
! nal diagnostic decision,” says Ophir 
Tanz, founder and chief executive 
of! cer of Pearl. “That’s something 
that, despite the AI tools we have, is 
really the practitioner’s responsibility. 
And it will continue to be because they 
also need to issue the treatment. AI is 
not going to do that, at least not for 
100 years.”

Perhaps in 100 years, we will have 
developed arti! cial general intel-
ligence (AGI) or arti! cial superintel-
ligence (ASI), essentially the ability for 
AI to function, understand, and emote 
just like a human. 

“While AI technologies have 
proven ability to detect caries and 
other oral health conditions earlier 
and at a faster rate than the human 
eye, it is by no means a replacement 
for dentists,” says Eric Giesecke, chief 
executive of! cer of Planet DDS. “AI 
technologies are meant to aid dentists 
in making their diagnoses.”

Although we may never reach the 
point at which a fully automated 
dental practice is feasible, AI technol-
ogy is being integrated into dentistry 
and making a signi! cant difference 
in how practices operate. Automated 
marketing, referrals, and appointment 
setup are streamlining the front-desk 
experience for staff and patients alike. 
Clinically speaking, voice recogni-
tion software in the operatory and 
advanced treatment planning tools 
are expediting processes and lowering 
chair time. And, of course, further 
developments are expected. 

But what needs to happen before 
we move forward? Regulatory and 
ethical considerations will have to 
be catch up in order for much of this 
technology, particularly on the clini-
cal side, to be fully implementable. 
Dental imaging diagnostics, 
radiographic caries detection, and 
robot-assisted surgeries all need 
to be regulated and evaluated for 
ef! cacy and compliance. In 2020, 
the National Academy of Medicine 
released a special report on AI that 
detailed many of these concerns.1

Although directed at the medical 
community, its conclusions are just as 
relevant for dentistry. 

“AI alone cannot cure health 
care’s ills, and new technologies 
bring novel and potentially under-
appreciated challenges,” the report’s 
authors wrote. “For example, if 
a machine learning algorithm is 
trained with data containing a sys-
tematic bias, then that bias may be 
interpreted as normative, exacerbat-
ing rather than resolving disparities 
and inequities in care.”

Regulatory Concerns
In addition to those concerns, 
advances in AI raise regulatory 
questions. In 2020, the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) issued 
an order reclassifying radiograph 
dental caries detection devices from 
Class III to Class II.2 This decision 
indicated the agency’s growing sup-
port of treatment-planning software. 
With this encouragement, some 
researchers predict that the use and 
adoption of AI will grow tenfold 
during the next 5 years.3 But there are 
still roadblocks in place. Despite the 

downgrade, under FDA regulations 
Class II devices require labeling. 

“We need a clearer approach to 
labeling,” says Margaret Scarlett, 
DMD, a dentist and infectious and 
chronic disease prevention specialist, 
“We’re going to need to be transparent 
about it. This will determine whether 
AI can really advance the patient out-
come and experience. It depends on 
how we work together and how col-
laborative we are to really design and 
implement an ethically defensible set 
of laws and policies for AI, and that 
includes transparency.”

To recognize caries or periapical 
lesions, caries-detection software 
and other AI-based radiograph-eval-
uation platforms draw from large 
pools of data; but if that data comes 
solely from a certain demographic, 
the technology may not work well 
on everyone. 

“In order for the dentists to use it, 
they need to understand the popula-
tion demographic…used to develop 
the algorithm,” Dr Scarlett asserts. 
“If there are no pregnant women in 
your population, and maybe they 
have issues around remineralization, 
or they’ve been nauseous every day, 
that’s going to affect the enamel. And 
if there are no pregnant women in that 
data set, then what can it tell you? Is it 
going to be useful or not?”

Dr Scarlett is also concerned that 
much of the data being compiled for 
machine-learning software comes 
from insurance companies, which 
provide information only from a very 
speci! c cross-section of the popula-
tion and skews the algorithms. 

“You need to look at a representa-
tive population,” she says. “You’re 
only looking at a more motivated, pre-
vention-oriented population if you’re 
looking at insurance data. In my opin-
ion, the best data to look at would be a 
representative population. You need a 
label that says, ‘We evaluated 20,000 
images, and here are where they came 
from. And it was evaluated by 400 
dentists, and here’s who was included 
or excluded.’”

As AI technology becomes more 
commonplace, these concerns are 
only going to grow. “At this point, 
you only have 3 companies in the 
world with FDA clearance to display 
AI-driven pathologic detections in 
the of! ce and operatory,” Tanz says. 
“The FDA’s primary function is to 

THE FUTURE

What does a dental practice powered by artifi cial 
intelligence look like? Key industry insights may set 
the tone for AI moving forward.   [by Laura Dorr ]

ENVISIONING THE AI-
RUN DENTAL PRACTICE 
OF THE FUTURE 
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ensure that medical devices and dis-
ease detection are reviewed and regu-
lated in a clinical, trial-driven format 
and that patients aren’t being put at 
risk. But if you look at the regulatory 
landscape today, it is very asymmet-
ric. And that’s where I see confusion 
emanating in the market, because 
some software is only FDA-approved 
for very speci! c subsets of patients or 
pathologies, and that FDA-approval 
status isn’t really being made clear 
publicly. And that’s very dangerous 
for the industry, if there is a bending 
of rules.”

However, Tanz adds, the FDA 
appears to be becoming increasingly 
aware of this activity, and he expects 
enforcement action to increase.

“I think we’re dealing with a 
very serious topic here, which is 
patient health,” Tanz says. “We’re 
in a medical environment, we’re not 
slinging ads on the internet, or selling 
marketing software. We’re dealing 
with medicine. And when you deal 

with medicine, privacy is important, 
ef! cacy is important, and regulatory 
compliance is important.”

A Revolution in the Making?
Regulatory hurdles aside, AI has 
the potential to revolutionize den-
tistry and change how clinicians 
provide care.

“Dentistry has been relatively 
slow to adopt new technologies 
compared to other industries,” 
Giesecke says. “However, with AI 
being so transformative, we believe 
dentists will be eager to adopt some 
form of it….I foresee dentists recog-
nizing the bene! ts of AI as patients 
are seeking more transparency 
before accepting treatment, with 
consumer spending being impacted 
by higher in" ation rates.”

Whether or not the visible face 
of the dental work" ow changes, AI 
will promote other evolutions within 
the practice. Processes streamlined 
by AI will result in less time spent 

on menial tasks and more time on 
patient care and treatment. Patients 
will appreciate the bene! ts of auto-
mated technology when it comes to 
scheduling, referrals, and claims. 
Doctors will have a built-in second 
opinion when reviewing scans and 
looking for problems.  

“When you can go to a patient and 
say, ‘I’ve got this data that says pre-
dictively where your situation is going 
to go,’ it’s going to be a bene! t to case 
acceptance,” Dr Scarlett says. “I can 
say I have the backing of hundreds of 
thousands of images, and predictive 
analytics as to how your condition 
will advance. It’s as objective as you 
can get, along with my own subjective 
interpretation. And patients respond 
to that.”

Despite the challenges caused by the 
introduction of new technology and 
the hiccups that will inevitably follow, 
the future for AI in dentistry is bright, 
and the vision of AI-run practices is 
becoming clearer—and closer and 

closer to becoming a reality.
“I am genuinely excited about what 

is happening in AI and dentistry,” 
Tanz says. “I think that timing is…
critical when you’re introducing a 
fundamentally new capability into a 
market, and I think that the timing is 
really perfect for the dental market.…
The adoption is already there and [is] 
going to continue to accelerate.” 
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[ IMPLANT SYSTEM  ]

Sterngold Total Smile  
Sterngold Total Smile™ (STS™) is intended to offer a 
new range of treatment opportunities for patients and 
more cost-effectiveness for the practice. To do this, 
Sterngold has combined its implant solutions with 
attachment options and its digital solutions. The STS 
work! ow is a fully comprehensive system to assist in 
saving costs for dental professionals and patients. This 
system was designed during the COVID-19 pandemic 
to provide a single source with affordability.   

Sterngold Dental  
800-243-9942  |  sterngold.com 
CIRCLE RS #62

[ IMPLANT CEMENTER  ]

Quicr Quantum 
Implant Cementer  
Designed for dental practices and labs, the Quicr 
Quantum Implant Cementer offers the correct seating 
and cementing of crowns and abutments, saving time. 
It comes in 3 parts—A, B, and C—that are easily 
assembled. Piece B screws into piece A and the Tibase/
Abutment is quickly placed on part A/B. The abutment 
and crown are then treated and cement is mixed and 
placed on the Tibase/Abutment. The crown can then be 
placed on the abutment and held in place with Piece C.

Quantum Dental Arts 
407-928-7122   |  quantumdentalarts.com 
CIRCLE RS #63

[ compiled by Stan Goff ]

BY NOW WE ARE AWARE of the 
advances made in dental implants in 
recent years.

Gone are the days when predictable 
success rates were a stretch and 
placing implants was too dif" cult for 
most dentists. Advances in materials, 
tools, imaging, and technology 
have made dental implants the best 
choice for many patients who have 
suffered tooth loss. The bene" ts of 
dental implants include improved 
speech and appearance, durability, 
patient comfort, easier eating, and 
heightened self-esteem—all providing 
a better quality of life.

Here we look at 10 of the best implant 
products from the past year.

These 10  implants products from the past year 
are worth another look.PRODUCTS

[ IMPLANTS ]

Straumann® TLX Implant     
The design of the Straumann TLX Implant considers key bio-
logical principles of hard and soft tissue healing. It is designed 
to reduce the risk of in! ammation and bone resorption 
as the implant-abutment interface is moved away from 
the bone, and it complements the company’s bone-level 
BLX Implant System. Both systems use a common drill 
set and TorcFit connection for maximum compatibility with 
minimum investment. It is designed for outstanding long-term results.

Straumann USA 
800-448-8168  |  Straumann.com  
CIRCLE RS #64

The design of the Straumann TLX Implant considers key bio-
logical principles of hard and soft tissue healing. It is designed 
to reduce the risk of in! ammation and bone resorption 
as the implant-abutment interface is moved away from 
the bone, and it complements the company’s bone-level 
BLX Implant System. Both systems use a common drill 
set and TorcFit connection for maximum compatibility with 

[ OVERDENTURE TREATMENT SOLUTION  ]

ENCOMPASS
ENCOMPASS is an overdenture treatment 
solution designed to reduce patient visits while 
providing customized overdentures. This 
cloud-based digital work! ow is said to increase 
ef" ciency for patient and clinician to streamline the 
overdenture process. The bundle includes all the necessary 
tools to provide a digital work! ow and enhanced case planning. Each ENCOMPASS 
bundle box can assist in providing better outcomes and comfort for patients. 

Zest Dental Solutions
800-262-2310  |  zestdent.com/encompass
CIRCLE RS #66

[ SCREW CHANNEL BARRIER ]

FirstPlug 
FirstPlug is a patented medical-grade polytetra! uoroethylene material designed to be 
placed into the screw channel of implant restorations. FirstPlug is said to be engineered 
for safety and ef" ciency and eliminates the need for industrial pipe 
thread tape (Te! on), cotton pellets, gutta-percha, and silicone. It is 
manufactured in the United States following strict protocols and 
quality systems. It can also be auto-
claved in the dental practice. 

35NEWTONS 
35newtons.com 
CIRCLE RS #65

[ IMPLANT DRIVER SET ]

Implant Buddy Driver Kit
This driver kit is designed to make implant 
procedures more convenient, holding long 
and short drivers that are color coded for 
visibility. Its tapered driver tips offer a strong 
implant screw connection, and the thumb knob 
" ts directly into torque drivers. The kit " ts short 
drivers up to 23 mm (shaft length of 16 mm) and 
long drivers up to 39 mm (shaft length of 32 mm). 

Preat Corporation
800-232-7732  |  preat.com
CIRCLE RS #67

Stay on top of your instrument cleaning with
PowerSonic™ Ultrasonic Cleaning Solution

Quick, e!ective and 
winning by a nose.
PowerSonic™ Ultrasonic Cleaning Solution is a patented, plant and mineral 
based, 100% enzyme free, catalytic cleaner that super charges the action of 
your ultrasonic bath and instrument washer using nano-oxygen bubbles. The 
power comes from a naturally occurring technology platform that provides 
enhanced gas transfers, instantaneous odor elimination, and the breakdown 
of organic waste to essentially “eat up” any remaining contaminants. 

You’ll smell the di!erence.

To learn more, contact Solmetex 877-207-1551 or visit Solmetex.com

SPECIAL OFFER
Buy three bottles 
of PowerSonic™,
get the fourth 
bottle FREE!

O!er valid through
12.31.22



[ IMPLANTS ]

matrix®   
The matrix® implant is designed 
for new digital manufacturing tech-
nologies such as CAD/CAM milling 
or 3D printing. This allows for the 
planning of dentures directly on the 
implant—for single crowns, multipart 
bars and bridges, or full arches— without the need for an abutment. It is also designed 
to offer no restriction on angulation and indication, no need for cementation, and the 
option to digitally plan 100% patient-speci! c emergence pro! les, which guarantee opti-
mal durability and esthetics. In addition to detailed process validation of software and 
machine, several materials were validated. In the future, it will be possible to fabricate 
high-precision crowns from Zolid DRS or Zolid Gen-X directly on the implant.

TRI Dental Implants 
+41 32 510 1600  |  tri-implants.swiss 
CIRCLE RS #68

[ IMPLANT SOLUTION  ]

Dental Planning System
Carestream Dental expanded its 
implant portfolio with Swissmeda Dental 
Planning System (DPS) to give clinicians, 
labs, dental service organizations, and 
implant companies an easier surgical 
design process, faster turnaround, and 
better outcomes. DPS’ built-in com-
munication tools are said to make it easy to seek feedback from referrals or labs. 
The drilling templates feature a lightweight wire frame designed to provide good 
visibility during surgery. Carestream integrated a Swissmeda export button within 
its imaging software, enabling users to directly interface with surgical planning 
software. Swissmeda accepts image ! les from most manufacturers’ CBCT sys-
tems and intraoral scanners. 

Carestream Dental
800-944-6365  |  carestreamdental.com
CIRCLE RS #70

IMPLANTS10 PRODUCTS

[ IMPLANT, ABUTMENT ]

T3® PRO Tapered Implant 
& Encode® Emergence 
Healing Abutment 
ZimVie’s T3® PRO Tapered Implant and 
Encode® Emergence Healing Abutment 
have been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration and will add 
to ZimVie’s expansive line of dental implant and abutment solutions. The T3 PRO will 
build on the original T3 Tapered Implant, launched in 2013, and the Encode Emergence 
Healing Abutment will work with ZimVie’s 3-in-1 Encode Impression System. The T3 
PRO is designed with a hybrid surface and an Osseotite® surface on the implant collar 
that is superimposed on the grit-blasted implant body. Osseotite has clinically shown 
high safety and performance, while preserving crestal bone, according to ZimVie. 
Encode Emergence is a healing abutment, impression coping, and scan body designed 
to provide ef! ciency with its robust, 3-in-1 solution. 

ZimVie 
800-342-5454  |  zimvie.com 
CIRCLE RS #71

[ SURGERY NAVIGATION SYSTEM ]

Navident 3   
ClaroNav has received 510(k) clearance from the United States Food 
and Drug Administration for the third generation of Navident. This 
expands the earlier clearance of Navident to include guiding the treat-
ments of fully edentulous jaws, using additional CT-to-jaw registration 
methods, and includes a set of reusable accessories sup-
porting these methods. Navident 3 dental surgery 
navigation system’s increased versatility enables it to 
guide the drilling for implant placement in practically 
any jaw, and reduces presurgical preparation time 
and procedure costs. The innovative registration 
methods include trace registration, touch registra-
tion, and NaviBite registration. 

ClaroNav Inc 
844-628-4336 |  claronav.com 
CIRCLE RS #69

Stay on top of your instrument cleaning with
PowerSonic™ Ultrasonic Cleaning Solution

Quick, e!ective and 
winning by a nose.
PowerSonic™ Ultrasonic Cleaning Solution is a patented, plant and mineral 
based, 100% enzyme free, catalytic cleaner that super charges the action of 
your ultrasonic bath and instrument washer using nano-oxygen bubbles. The 
power comes from a naturally occurring technology platform that provides 
enhanced gas transfers, instantaneous odor elimination, and the breakdown 
of organic waste to essentially “eat up” any remaining contaminants. 

You’ll smell the di!erence.

To learn more, contact Solmetex 877-207-1551 or visit Solmetex.com

SPECIAL OFFER
Buy three bottles 
of PowerSonic™,
get the fourth 
bottle FREE!

O!er valid through
12.31.22
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[ APEX LOCATOR ]

Wirele-X
The Wirele-X is described as a state-of-the-art, innovative 
apex locator incorporating advanced wireless technology 
to eliminate the need for long cables. The Wirele-X 
consists of a notably small apex locator unit and a 7-in 
high-resolution touch display screen. Measurements are 
transmitted from the apex locator to the display unit using 
Bluetooth technology. The apex locator together with the 
monitoring application display unit are designed to help 
achieve optimal performance and sustainable use. 

ForumTec
ForumTec.net
CIRCLE RS #75

[ ROOT CANAL INSTRUMENT ]

CleanFlow™

Sonendo’s CleanFlow instrument is said to provide a less 
invasive option for root canal therapy. The instrument 
allows for a procedure that does not require sealing caps 
or depth gauges, and it contains a SoundBAR so that 
the inside of the tooth can be cleaned from the outside. 
CleanFlow is also said to incorporate a !uid management 
mechanism as well as a technology called SoundCue™ 
that enables audio cues when the optimal seal is 
achieved. This comes with a FlowView™ window for 
visual cues and monitoring.

Sonendo
844-766-3636  |  sonendo.com
CIRCLE RS #76

[ GUIDED ENDO SYSTEM ]

X-Guide Endo
X-Nav Technologies has received 510(k) clearance from 
the FDA to expand the use of its X-Guide® Dynamic 3D 
Navigation system to aid dentists in delivering minimally 
invasive endodontic procedures. This allows the dentist 
to precisely navigate the drill to an exact location for more 
ef"cient endodontic procedures. Tools in the X-Guide 
software make navigation easy to integrate into the 
endodontic work!ow including the virtual prep feature 
for planning and following an ideal drill path. X-Guide is a 
product by X-Nav Technologies, available from DEXIS.

DEXIS
888-883-3947  |  DEXIS.com
CIRCLE RS #77

[ ENDODONTIC SYSTEM ]

ProTaper Ultimate
ProTaper Ultimate is a fourth-generation endodontic 
system featuring a treatment concept based on 3 pillars: 
shaping, 3D cleaning, and "lling root canal systems. 
The standard sequence of the shaping pillar includes 
3 "le types: slider, shaper, and "nishers. The cleaning 
pillar is focused on eliminating pulp, bacteria, and debris 
and breaking down products when present. To facilitate 
cleaning, a highly !exible polymer cannula with a bi"d 
apical !ow channel can safely deliver the irrigant deep 
into the apical portion of the preparation. The obturation 
pillar will enable dentists to "ll and seal the root canal. 

Dentsply Sirona
844-848-0137  |  dentsplysirona.com
CIRCLE RS #74

[ ENDO LASER ]

EdgePRO
The EdgePRO laser-assisted micro!uidic irrigation device 
is designed for endodontic procedures for cleaning and 
disinfection. The EdgePRO laser-assisted micro!uidic 
irrigation device utilizes BIOLASE’s Er,Cr:YSGG 2780-
nm wavelength technology. Using this technology, 
the EdgePRO irrigation device can make root canal 
procedures easier, more ef"cient, and safer for patient 
and practitioner. This laser technology can be used for 
debridement, cleaning, and disinfection. 

EdgeEndo
855-862-5326  |  edgeproendo.com
CIRCLE RS #73

ENDODONTIC The editors of Dental Products Report® present a look at 5 of the 
most impactful endodontic products launched in the past year.PRODUCTS

[ compiled by Kellie Nock ]

OF THE DENTAL SPECIALTIES, 
endodontics made great strides 
in innovation in 2022. A variety 
of thinkers and innovators have 
created some of the most effective 
endodontic tools this year, including 
systems, lasers, and apex locators, 
among others, making endodontic 
treatment less intimidating for patients 
and more ef"cient for practitioners. 
This year, we looked at some of the 
newest endodontic innovations on the 
market and 5 stood out as industry 
game changers. Here are the top 5 
endodontic products from 2022. 



Elevating TechnologyTMElevating TechnologyTM

Laser-Assisted Endodontics

EdgePROEndo.com   
1-855-TO CLEAN

Laser Focused on Saving TeethTM

EdgePROTM gives the pros an edge with 
laser-assisted technology to reach into complex 
anatomy for a deep clean to help remove up to: 

           99%
of the bacteria commonly found in root canal 
system1.

“We are honored to be selected by the Dental 
Product Report audience as one of the most popular 
products of 2022. 

At EdgeEndo, we believe in elevating technology, 
not price, and we look forward to helping you save 
teeth and restore health for more patients.”

Laser-Focused on your success, 

Chuck Goodis, DDS
Endodontist, CEO and founder of EdgeEndo®

Scan here to connect 
with your local 
representative and 
learn more. 

1) Christo JE, Zilm PS, Sullivan T, Cathro PR. Ef!cacy of low concentrations of sodium hypochlorite and low-powered Er,Cr: YSGG laser activated irrigation against an Enterococcus faecalis bio!lm. International Endodontic Journal. 2016;49(3):279-286. doi:10.1111/iej.12447 
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[ ORTHODONTIC PORTABLE DEVICE ]

ScanBoxpro
ScanBoxpro is a portable device designed to help 
patients have arti! cial intelligence–powered scans 
on hand at any time and to help remotely monitor 
! xed and removable orthodontic appliances. The 
ScanBoxpro also features consistent imaging, optimal 
occlusal and lateral views, portability, accessibility for all 
patients, storage capacity, and an autoclavable capac-
ity in its cheek retractor tube. It comes with a phone 
holder designed to ! t most modern smartphones.

DentalMonitoring
737-201-9002 |  dental-monitoring.com
CIRCLE RS #81

[ CLEAR ALIGNER ]

OraFit™
The OraFit custom clear aligner system is indicated 
for malocclusion and misalignment correction using 
materials in a 3-layer design for better esthetics and 
comfort. The plastic material used to create the OraFit 
custom aligners is said to be more resistant to cracks 
and to maintain clarity longer. Included in the system 
is an online resource for dental professionals to submit 
clear aligner cases and approve treatment plans. OraFit 
will bene! t patients who may be reluctant to use clear 
aligners for the sake of esthetics.

OraPharma
866-273-7846  |  orapharma.com
CIRCLE RS #82

[ CLEAR ALIGNER TREATMENT PLANNING ]

ClinCheck Aligner 
Treatment Planning
The new CBCT integration feature for ClinCheck digital 
treatment planning software is a user-friendly tool com-
bining roots, bone, and crowns into a single 3D model 
that lets clinicians visualize a patient’s roots as part of the 
digital treatment planning process. The CBCT integration 
helps dentists expand diagnosis and treat a broader 
range of cases with Invisalign aligners. The CBCT scan 
data are digitally fused with an intraoral scan, resulting in 
a maneuverable 3D ClinCheck treatment plan model. 

Align Technology
602-742-2000  |  aligntech.com
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[ ALIGNER SOFTWARE ]

SureSmile® Aligner Software
New updates to the SureSmile Aligner Software are 
designed to further enhance the overall user experience 
and interface. The software features updated treatment 
planning tools, including an enhanced view of models 
and a streamlined patient management screen. The 
tooth movement icon opens the free-" oating window with 
tabs for displacements, elastics, and measurements, 
and the patient summary screen makes it easy to 
view important information. Communication with the 
SureSmile Digital Lab is facilitated through a streamlined 
prescription process.

Dentsply Sirona
844-848-0137  |  dentsplysirona.com
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[ ORTHODONTIC SOLUTION ]

Brava™

The Brava patented biomechanical back-of-the-teeth 
system uses arti! cial intelligence and Independent Mover 
technology to plan the independent, simultaneous move-
ment of teeth for a patient’s ideal smile. In partnership 
with a certified Brava orthodontist, the patient’s custom-
ized per-tooth treatment plan is preprogrammed into 
Brava’s NiTi arms, which are made in the United States 
from lightweight shape memory alloy, a material invented 
for the space program. Each tooth has an independent 
path to its final planned position. Brava is a teeth-straight-
ening solution designed for teens and young adults.

Brius® Technologies
support@bravasmile.com  |  bravasmile.com
CIRCLE RS #79

ORTHODONTIC The editors of Dental Products Report® share a look  at the top 5 
orthodontic products released in the past year.PRODUCTS

[ compiled by Kristin Hohman ]

WHETHER YOU ARE A seasoned 
specialist or a general practitioner 
looking to diversify offerings for your 
patients, there likely has not been a 
better time to practice orthodontics. 
The market for clear aligners and 
other orthodontic solutions has grown 
rapidly in recent years. Thanks to 
technological advancements and a 
growing demand for custom-! t clear 
aligners, this specialty’s growth will 
not be slowing. From new clear aligner 
materials to software and treatment 
planning, here are our top 5 new 
orthodontic products of 2022. 



To learn more, open your camera, 
scan the code and click the link.

- Eric Levine, DDS
   Olney, MD

care@evenly.com 

Evenly.com

800.500.0493

Evenly is your in-office Orthodontic department. Our Expert Orthodontists and 

Treatment Coordinators use advanced 3-D scanning and remote treatment technology 

to guarantee patient outcomes. Evenly also handles all financing, billing, insurance 

and administrative work.

Better yet, you receive your profit upfront, without risk 

or investment. Hear what Dentists are saying about Evenly! 

Working with Evenly is the best decision I 

ever made. I love that I can now provide my 

patients the highest quality orthodontic care 

at the level of a specialist. Way beyond what 

I could have provided them on my own. The 

additional stream of revenue has been life 

changing for my practice. 

Are You Still Referring 
Out Orthodontic Cases?

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 84
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[ SMART TOOTHBRUSH ]

Oral-B iO Series
The Oral-B iO Series 10 is a rechargeable electric tooth-
brush featuring iO Sense technology. The iO 10 offers 
live coaching directly on its charger for guidance on time, 
pressure, and coverage without needing to bring a smart-
phone into the bathroom. Its clock and timer help users 
brush for the recommended 2 minutes. All user data 
syncs to the Oral-B app for deeper insights into brushing 
habits. The iO 10 also features 7 different cleaning modes 
for a more personalized experience. The series also 
includes the iO Series 4 and iO Series 5 toothbrushes. 

Oral-B
800-537-8765   |  oralb.com
CIRCLE RS #86

[ compiled by Kristin Hohman ]

ALTHOUGH CONSISTENT cleanings and 
follow-up care are critical for patients 
in maintaining oral health, it is equally 
important for dental professionals to 
encourage a proper oral care routine 
at home. The number of at-home oral 
care options might overwhelm patients, 
so dental professionals should have 
recommendations for a variety of 
patient situations. Here we look at the 
top 10 home care products from the 
past year.

The editors of Dental Products Report® share another look at 10 
of the most impactful home care products from the past year.PRODUCTS

[ TOOTHPASTE ]

Crest Pro-Health Densify 
Dual Action 
Crest Densify toothpaste features a premium formula to 
defend against early tooth decay and features the same 
active ingredient in many other Crest products, stannous 
fluoride. This premium toothpaste is formulated to rebuild 
tooth density by remineralizing enamel. The toothpaste 
was initially available at select retailers with nationwide 
distribution set to follow.

Crest
800-492-7278  |  crest.com
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[ HOME ORAL CARE ]

izzo  
izzo is an innovative direct-to-consumer 
initiative designed to elevate at-home oral 
care. It is described as the ! rst and only 
4-in-1 oral care system that goes signi! -
cantly beyond the typical toothbrush. 
The kit includes 3 speed oscillating tooth-
brush, and a unique polishing system. 
The kit also includes a scaler, as well as a UV-C sanitizer case.

Premier Dental Products Company
888-670-6100  |  izzosmile.com 
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HOME CARE

[ TEETH WHITENING ]

Fast-Dissolving Whitening Strips
Fast-Dissolving Whitening Strips are described as 
convenient and easy to use and an ideal treatment 
for those who want fast results. With a short wear 
time—once a day for 15 minutes—they are ideal 
for those who suffer from painful sensitivity caused 
by other longer-wear strips. In just 7 days, the strips 
reportedly can whiten teeth up to 9 shades in half the 
wear time when compared with 30-minute-wear strips. 

SmileDirectClub, Inc
800-957-3409  |  smiledirectclub.com
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[ TOOTHPASTE ]

Curaprox Be You
Peach + Apricot, Watermelon 
These toothpastes are designed to gently whiten 
teeth and eliminate bacteria. These 2 " avors use 
menthol power pearls to freshen breath, and an 
enzymatic whitening supported by glucose oxidase. 
Ingredients include hydroxyapatite, which protects 
sensitive surfaces, and xylitol, which ! ghts bacteria. 

Curaden USA Inc
800-919-0120  |  curaden.us  
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[ ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH HEADS ]

WooBamboo Toothbrush Heads  
WooBamboo’s toothbrush heads are made from sustain-
ably harvested bamboo and coated in vegan soy wax to 
ensure longevity. The dental-grade bristles are soft but 
strong enough to produce a powerful clean. Its tapered-
tip bristles are designed to perform similarly to " oss. The 
brush heads use 86% less plastic than other brands and 
are certi! ed plastic negative. The company also uses 
100% biodegradable packaging for all its products.

WooBamboo
855-966-2262  |  woobamboo.com 
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Toothpaste with low abrasion index - 50 RDA

Flouride and hydroxyapatite to boost your
body’s natural remineralization processes
and also contains xylitol

NO SLS, NO microplastics, NO triclosan

Natural enzymes that gently restore your
teeth to their natural white radiance

Also available in Watermelon

Peach + Apricot

800.919.0120 | curaden.us



[ CHILDREN’S TOOTHBRUSH ]

BURSTkids Sonic Toothbrush
The BURSTkids Sonic Toothbrush features an 
ergonomic handle, 2 brushing modes, and a pedi-
atric brush head, and a built-in 2-minute timer. Its 
design features JJ, the main character from the chil-
dren’s show CoComelon. Additionally, parents and 
children will also have access to never-before-seen 
CoComelon content on BURST channels. 

BURST Oral Care
hello@burstoralcare.com  |  burstoralcare.com 
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[ ELECTRIC FLOSSER ]

Slate Electric Flosser  
This electric ! osser from Slate is designed to be 
ergonomic and to eliminate all plaque between 
teeth. The Gum Sweeps remove plaque that 
would otherwise be untouched by normal brush-
ing. The ! osser also features a tongue scraper that 
has 2 rows of rubber bristles designed to clean 
while maintaining a comfortable experience.

Slate
509-903-5709  |  Slate! osser.com 
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[ CHILDREN’S PROBIOTIC ]

ProBioraKids®

ProBioraKids is a probiotic specially formulated to support 
kids’ oral and overall health. ProBioraKids crowds out the 
harmful, disease-causing bacteria that cause cavities and 
bad breath. ProBioraKids comes in an orange Creamsicle-
! avored lozenge. It is gluten-free, vegetarian friendly, and has 
no arti" cial ! avors, sweeteners, or colors. Additionally, it is 
safe to use with dental appliances. 

ProBiora Health
800-983-6908  |  probiorahealth.com/product/probiorakids/ 
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HOME CARE10 PRODUCTS

[ POWER FLOSSER ]

Sonicare Cordless Power Flosser 3000 
The Sonicare Cordless Power Flosser 3000 is designed to provide 
patients with a simple, effective way to remove up to 99.9% of plaque. 
The power ! osser uses Quad Stream technology, a cross-shaped 
nozzle that creates 4 wide streams. The Sonicare Cordless Power 
Flosser 3000 also features Pulse Wave Technology, which provides 
brief pauses in the cleaning pulsations to prompt patients to guide the 
nozzle to the next interproximal space to ensure no areas are missed.

Philips
866-309-3263  |  philips.com
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Toothpaste with low abrasion index - 50 RDA

Flouride and hydroxyapatite to boost your
body’s natural remineralization processes
and also contains xylitol

NO SLS, NO microplastics, NO triclosan

Natural enzymes that gently restore your
teeth to their natural white radiance

Also available in Watermelon

Peach + Apricot

800.919.0120 | curaden.us Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 95
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[ PRETREATMENT GEL ]

ProEZ Gel
ProEZ Gel is an effective tool for precleaning soiled 
instruments and devices. It features unique and 
innovative biogenerated action for targeted soil 
breakdown, even on complex and sticky orthopedic 
and neurosurgical soils. This active soil breakdown 
combines with humectants to sustain moisture and 
reduce the risk of bio!lm. Neutral pH ProEZ Gel is 
tested for broad material compatibility and protects 
instrumentation by dissolving corrosive blood soils 
before damage can occur in vulnerable jointed areas. 

MicroCare Denver
800-843-3343  |  microcare.com
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[ AIR FILTRATION SYSTEM ]

Defend 400 
The Defend 400 is an FDA-cleared Class II medical 
device that is reportedly 99.9% effective against 
airborne pathogens such as SARS-CoV-2, methi-
cillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, and other 
bacteria. It also puri!es the air of particulate matter, 
volatile organic compounds, gases, and odors. The 
new unit features NanoStrike technology, a method 
of air disinfection that bursts airborne pathogen cells, 
rapidly inactivating them and ensuring they are no 
longer a threat.

WellAir
866-508-1118  |  wellairsolutions.com
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[ SANITIZING WIPES ]

PURELL® Healthcare Surface 
Disinfecting Wipes
PURELL® Healthcare Surface Disinfecting Wipes are 
now available in a new packaging option. The new 
"ow pack is a 72-count, convenient format designed 
for portability, and to !t in tight and con!ned storage 
spaces. The wipes quickly eliminate 99.9% of bacte-
ria and viruses, including those that cause common 
cold, in"uenza, streptococcal pharyngitis, norovirus, 
listeriosis, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus 
aureus infection, and COVID-19. 

GOJO Industries
330-255-6000  |  gojo.com
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[ STERILIZER ]

Lexa sterilizer
Featuring a high capacity inside and ideal dimensions 
outside, the Lexa sterilizer is designed to !t perfectly 
into your reprocessing room. The ef!cient sterilizer 
offers different cycles to ful!ll the individual needs of 
different practices. It meets hygiene standards with its 
closed-door drying process using high ef!ciency par-
ticulate air !lters and the use of fresh water for each 
cycle. Other features to enhance the user’s work"ow 
include optimal ef!ciency, "exibility, speed, and pro-
tection. The sterilizer !ts within the W&H Advanced 
Infection prevention Management Solutions work"ow.

W&H
800-265-6277  |  wh.com
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[ FIT TEST ]

N95 Qualitative Fit Test Kit
This in-of!ce !t test kit is a convenient and 
easy-to-administer protocol for of!ces using surgical 
N95 respirators. Compliant with Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA) standards, it 
ensures that N95 respirators are used and sized 
properly and provide intended protection. With up 
to 55 tests, it is an easy and affordable alternative to 
more costly quantitative testing equipment or third-
party testing. The full kit is available in both saccharin 
and Bitrex® options with re!lls and accessories 
available for added "exibility and longevity.

HuFriedyGroup
800-483-7433  |  hufriedygroup.com
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INFECTION CONTROL The editors of Dental Products Report® share another look at 5 of 
the most innovative products launched in the past year.PRODUCTS

[ compiled by Stan Goff ]

AS WE LEARN more about various 
infections and contaminants, we 
become better equipped to protect 
ourselves and our patients from 
harm. New products that purify 
the air, sanitize equipment, and 
disinfect instruments are some 
of the innovations borne from the 
enhanced spotlight on infection 
control that came about because of 
the pandemic. Every day, sanitizing 
and disinfecting become easier and 
more ef!cient with new technology. 
Let’s look at some of the best infection 
control products from the past year. 
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DENTALEQUIPMENT

[ MOBILE DENTISTRY ]

Triton Traveler System 
Indicated for a variety of dental procedures, the Triton 
Traveler System can be used by a single clinician or with 
a dental assistant. The unit contains sound-dampening 
technology for a quiet work area and a boosted patient 
experience. Its case is said to be drop-test approved and 
can be rolled like a suitcase. It is ready to be used once 
plugged in. It features an internal vacuum pump and 
separate air compressor, 2 air handpiece connections, 
an air-water syringe, titanium saliva injector, high-volume 
evacuator, and a water bottle. 

ASI Dental Specialties 
303-766-3646  |  asidental.com
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[ SALIVA EJECTOR ]

DOVE® AERO HVE  
The DOVE AERO HVE single-use hybrid device is 
designed to signi! cantly reduce risk of airborne aero-
sol movement caused by instrument use in a dental 
setting. DOVE AERO’s innovative design addresses 
these concerns without sacri! cing patient comfort 
or altering dental practices by combining the power 
of high-volume ejector (HVE) suction with the safety 
of 1-way back" ow protection, using a secured saliva 
ejector for patient comfort and easier access. 

DOVE Dental Products  
855-800-3683   |  dovedentalproducts.com  
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[ compiled by Kellie Nock ]

A DENTAL PRACTICE is powered 
by individuals, technology, and 
equipment. Without proper equipment, 
it would be impossible or at least 
very dif! cult to take care of patients 
in a timely, safe manner. That is why 
innovations in dental equipment are 
vital to the ecosystem of the industry, 
and why it is always important to 
highlight new technologies and 
advancements. 2022 was a great 
year for dental equipment, bringing 
about new loupes, cameras, sintering 
furnaces, and other advances to 
make the dental practice a more 
well-rounded, well-equipped space. 
Here are the top 10 dental equipment 
products of 2022. 

Unsung and often hidden, dental equipment solutions play critical 
roles in the operations of every practice. Here are the top 10 new 
equipment launches of 2022.

PRODUCTS

[ CABINETS ]

Synthesis Cabinetry    
Midmark Corporation’s new options in the 
Synthesis collection of clinical-grade dental 
cabinetry provide more ef! cient storage. 
They include wall-hung con! gurations 
designed to improve reach and increase 
capacity while decreasing nonergonomic 
storage. It includes base storage cabinets, 
overhead cabinets, mobile treatment cabinets, and specialty cabinets.

Midmark Corp
800-MIDMARK  |  midmark.com/dental  
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[ 4K INTEGRATED CAMERA ]

M320 Integrated 
4K Camera
The M320 dental microscope features an 
integrated 4K camera as well as the Leica 
View App. The 4K images and videos can 
be transferred to a computer to be used 
for case documentation, presentations, 
and webinars. 

Leica Microsystems
800-248-0123   |  leica-microsystems.com
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[ DENTAL HANDPIECES ]

Nova  
Bien-Air’s Nova is designed to overcome the challenges 
of a traditional handpiece. The small head and slim han-
dle enhance ! eld of vision and guarantee easier access 
to the back of the mouth. Its stainless steel construction 
with physical vapor deposition (PVD) coating (4 times 
more resistant to shocks) and PVD-coated chuck (dou-
bling the handpiece life) make it the lightest handpiece in 
the company’s range. 

Bien-Air USA
800-433-BIEN  |  www.bienairusa.com  
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[ LOUPES ]

Infi nity VUE Loupes 
The In! nity VUE Loupes are available 
in 3.0# and 3.5# magni! cation. In! nity 
VUE (Vision Up Ergonomics) is said 
to keep practitioners’ chins up, necks 
straight, and eyes forward while viewing the oral 
cavity. By changing the positioning of the internal prisms, these loupes allow you to 
see intraorally without having to bend your neck. The VUE Loupes weigh 3.2 oz.

Designs for Vision
800-345-4009  |  designsforvision.com 
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RADIOMETER X
LED LIGHT CURING METER

0.79

SDI Radiometer X (Radii LED curing lights only)~ 0.95
SDI Radiometer X (all LED curing lights) 0.78

Check UP 0.78
Bluephase Meter II 0.46



[ LOUPES ]

ergo Series Loupes  
The new ergo series loupes are said to 
be the only ergonomic loupes available, 
providing up to 10! magni" cation in 
an ultralight construction. Customized to each 
wearer through a multifactor process, the loupes are available in 6 levels of magni" ca-
tion: 3!, 4!, 5!, 6!, 7.5!, and 10!. The largest magni" cation, 10!, weighs just 52 g.

Admetec 
972 4 9890 747  |  admetec.com 
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[ ROTARY POLISHERS ]

Proxeo Twist and Proxeo 
Twist Cordless
The Proxeo Twist and Proxeo Twist 
Cordless systems offer greater freedom 
of movement during prophylaxis or 
periodontitis treatment. Both units have 
unique Prophy Angle cups designed for an 
optimum polishing experience. 

W&H
+1 519 944 6739  |  wh.com
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DENTAL EQUIPMENT10 PRODUCTS

[ INTRAORAL CAMERA  ]

EyeCam 
EyeCam is an intraoral camera that uses a 
" xed-focus lens along with LED lights to take intraoral 
scans of the mouth. It has a handpiece that can be plugged 
into the computer via USB cord and software that can then be 
installed. Intraoral images can be taken after the initial installation, and 
the scanner is said to be ergonomic and lightweight. EyeCam has a 40-mm 
depth of " eld at a 90° angle lens.

Shofu
800-827-4638  |  shofu.com
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[ SINTERING FURNACE ]

Programat® S2
The Programat S2 offers shorter processing 
times, as well as new calibration options to 
enhance productivity. The unit can sinter at 
temperatures up to 1600 °C, offering the ability 
to process crowns fabricated with IPS e.max 
ZirCAD in as little as 75 minutes. The redesigned 
furnace features a color touch screen. 

Ivoclar 
800-533-6825  |  ivoclar.com 
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COMPOSITES | GLASS IONOMERS | TOOTH WHITENING | SDF RIVA STAR | CEMENTS | ADHESIVES | ETCHANTS  | SEALANTS | AMALGAMS | ACCESSORIES | EQUIPMENT

RADIOMETER X
LED LIGHT CURING METER

Accuracy (r value)

Compatible with all LED curing lights, the new 
Radiometer X accurately checks LED intensity to 
confirm your curing performance. 

OUTSTANDING ACCURACY.  
NO CALIBRATION.  NO DELAY.

• No calibration: Simply point and measure. 
No need to enter dimensions

• No dependence: No pairing, No apps, 
No display delay

• 5 year warranty

STUDY: PROVEN ACCURACY
Results from a study of 7 radiometers and 23 
curing lights has confirmed the outstanding 
accuracy of the Radiometer X.

Source: Dr Carlos Jose Soares (PhD)
~ Radii Plus; Radii Cal; Radii Xpert/Monowave tip; Radii Xpert/Multiwave tip.
** Bluephase Meter II includes a LED diameter checker. Accuracy readings will vary if the 

user enters an incorrect diameter or includes the LED casing as part of the diameter.

0.79

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4Accuracy (r value)0.4Accuracy (r value)0.5Accuracy (r value)0.5Accuracy (r value) 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

SDI Radiometer X (Radii LED curing lights only)~ 0.95
SDI Radiometer X (all LED curing lights) 0.78

Check UP 0.78
Bluephase Meter II 0.46 Variable**

Toll Free 1 800 228 5166
Fax: 630-361-9222
usa.canada@sdi.com.au
www.sdi.com.au

SDI (North America) Inc.
1279 Hamilton Parkway
Itasca, IL 60143 facebook.com/sdinainc instagram.com/sdinainc
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DENTAL INSTRUMENTS&SUPPLIES

[ NASAL HOOD  ]

Double Hood Scavenger System 
This nasal hood is a fully autoclavable scavenger 
breathing circuit designed to provide better delivery and 
monitoring. Its soft, single-use scented Double Nasal 
Hoods offer an excellent seal and lower pro! les, giving 
dental professionals better sight lines into the oral cavity. 
The device’s oral exhalation valve is said to increase 
patient breathing comfort. Its outer hood sits closer to 
the patient’s face, increasing the scavenging ef! ciency 
of exhaled gases. The system also features a universal 
! t with other double scavenging circuits, allowing for use 
with Air Techniques’ existing systems. 

Air Techniques 
516-433-7676   |  airtechniques.com 
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[ UNIVERSAL INSERT TIPS  ]

Ultrasonic Universal Insert Tips 
Pac-Dent has announced the launch of its 25K and 
30K magnetostrictive ultrasonic universal insert 
tips. These universal insert tips are for use with Pac-
Dent’s South East Instruments Autoscaler Ultrasonic 
System. Features include a no-slip grip, the use of a 
base " ow water delivery, magnetostrictive handpiece 
compatibility, and a 90-day warranty.

Pac-Dent 
909-839-0888   |  pac-dent.com 
CIRCLE RS #114

[ compiled by Stan Goff ]

TECHNOLOGY and big-ticket equipment 
get plenty of attention from dentists 
looking to improve their treatments. 
Material advances and diagnostic 
tools also have an impact on 
delivering optimal oral care. But not 
to be overlooked are all the innovative 
instruments, gadgets, and supplies that 
assist clinicians in a variety of ways.

Here we take a look at 10 of the best 
new instruments and dental supplies 
from the past year.

These 10 new dental instruments 
& supplies made a big impact on 
the industry this past year and are 
worthy of another look here.

PRODUCTS

[ DISPOSABLE POLISHERS   ]

Jiffy™ One Single-Use Polishers    
For clinicians looking for a disposable, easy-to-use polishing system that delivers 
beautiful, natural shine on dental composite with minimal patient chair time, Jiffy™ One 
single-use polishers check every box without compromising end-result quality. With 
these polishers, dentists reduce the chance of cross-contamination while eliminating 
the worry of accidentally throwing out expensive multiuse polishers. The single-use 
polishing system can be used on patients in 1 or 2 steps. Dentists start with the medium 
grit polisher for a beautiful ! nish, with the option of following up with the ! ne grit polisher 
for extra luster. It is available in cups, points, and disks to best ! t all needs.

Ultradent Products, Inc  
800-552-5512  |  ultradent.com  
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[ ABRASIVE KITS  ]

Restorative Abrasive Kits
The new line of Restorative Abrasive Kits will include a Composite Polishing Kit CA, 
a Porcelain & Enamel Polishing Kit CA, an Amalgam & Metals Polishing Kit FG, an 
Amalgam & Metals Polishing Kit CA, an Acrylic Polishing Kit HP, and a Zirconia 
Polishing Kit CA. Each kit contains a collection of components relevant to the needs 
of the indicated procedures. These kits are speci! cally designed for a variety of 
restorative materials and are said to deliver predictable and esthetic results.

Shofu Dental Corp
800-827-4638   |  shofu.com/en
CIRCLE RS #116



ALL INCLUSIVE PRICING | COMPREHENSIVE WARRANTY | FAST TURNAROUND

Makes restoring 
implants simple

SIMPL™ SR

132

Built-in anti-rotational features: Created by the 
patented Atlantis VAD (Virtual Abutment Design) 
software and retentive abutment surface

Angulation correction: up to 30 degrees

Peace of mind: Atlantis Abutments are FDA-compliant 
and supported by a comprehensive warranty

Number of compatible implant 
connections for all!major implant 
systems.

SIMPL SR (screw retained)

with Atlantis® CustomBase

#1 Atlantis Lab in 
the North East

1%
40k

LESS than 
1% remakes

60 Years of 
exceptional service 
and experience

Call today! 800-925-8696 | Visit: www.tncdental.com

Customized emergence 
profile for enhanced 

soft-tissue management

Now available with 
Angled Screw 

Access Channel.

Abutments 
produced in last 
5 years
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Sign up for our eNewsletter to receive 
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Scan the QR code to sign up
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Scan the QR code to sign up
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[ APPLICATOR BRUSHES  ]

Perfect Touch Micro 
Applicator Brushes  
Available in a variety of sizes and colors, Perfect Touch 
Micro Applicator Brushes are used for placing etchants, 
sealants, and bonding agents. These brushes are 
bendable in any direction to allow precise application in 
hard-to-reach areas. The !bers hold solutions so there is 
no spilling, dripping, or waste. Disposable and intended 
for single use, the brushes have a lint-free brush tip, are 
nonabsorbent, and give optimal access to dif!cult areas. 
Perfect Touch Micro Applicator Brushes come in tubes 
containing 100 brushes and are offered in purple (!ne), 
yellow (regular), green (regular), and blue (large).  

Dental Creations, Ltd
254-772-4661  |  dentalcreationsltd.com  
CIRCLE RS #117

[ SCRUBS ]

Members Only Scrubs
Members Only introduced a line of scrubs that are said to 
be setting new comfort levels for medical professionals. 
The goal is to create a dedicated “members” community 
that heals, uplifts, and empowers with Members Only 
scrubs. Constructed using premium 4-way stretch 
breathable fabric, the scrubs are designed to be antimi-
crobial, moisture-wicking, and antiwrinkle for superior 
comfort. With several styles for both men and women, 
most options feature a utilitarian design with ribbed ankle 
cuffs and 13 pockets on the scrub pants and a V neck 
design with 5 pockets on the scrub tops. 

Members Only 
membersonly.com 
CIRCLE RS #120

[ LED ADAPTER  ]

ClearVue™ LED Bulb  
The CAO Group has announced an upgrade for its 
ClearVue LED bulb. Light !xtures attached to dental 
chairs use halogen bulbs, which are not energy ef!cient 
and have relatively short lifetimes when used every day. 
LED lights consume less energy and have a longer life-
time. ClearVue is said to eliminate the hassle of changing 
the dental chair’s entire light !xture, as the LED bulb 
plugs into existing sockets. The bulb has a 15,000-lumen 
output, 5000K color temperature, and a 5-year warranty. 
A variety of industry standard chairs, including A-dec, 
Pelton & Crane, and Midmark brands, among others, can 
be retro!tted with ClearVue. ClearVue LED is said to have 
a longer life span and offer cost savings for practices.  

CAO Group 
877-877-9778  |  caogroup.com 
CIRCLE RS #119

[ CLASS II WEDGES  ]

VursaWedge and 
Anatomical VursaWedge  
Featuring a proprietary split-wedge design that solves 
Class II procedural inef!ciencies, such as gingival 
seal, matrix contour, and proximal contact issues, all 
in 1 easy-to-use device, VursaWedge is now available 
in new sizes and designs to expand its capabilities. 
The new VursaWedge innovations include the release 
of 2 new sizes—medium and large—and the addition 
of the Anatomical VursaWedge that is designed 
speci!cally for use in challenging furcation cases. The 
wedges provide a better seal at the gingival margin 
that also results in less "ash, and better results. 

Burton Bands / Young Specialties
800-558-6684  |  youngspecialties.com 
CIRCLE RS #118

[ IMPRESSION TRAY ]

Knockout Tray
Fabricated using recycled materials, the Knockout 
Tray is designed for capturing impressions for implant 
restorations. It  features a unique transparent design 
and tabs that are easy to pop out to create space for 
the implant coping. The tabs are easily removed from 
the area where implants have been placed using the 
end of a mirror handle, and the tray is available in 
medium and large sizes.  

Dentalree
800-996-0686   |  dentalree.com
CIRCLE RS #121
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[ MICRO-APPLICATOR  ]

BioGREEN™ Micro-Applicators 
With strength and durability, these biodegradable 
micro-applicators are an environmentally friendly alter-
native to traditional plastic applicators. Their bendable 
form makes them "exible for easy use, and the brush 
tips are gluten-free and lint-free. These applicators are 
biodegradable and compostable, come in recyclable 
packaging made from sustainable materials, and 
require less energy to produce than petroleum plastics. 
Fabricated using a food production straw by-product, 
they are biodegradable and compostable.

Premier Dental Products Co
888-773-6872  |  premierdentalco.com
CIRCLE RS #122



Practice management software continues to evolve to meet 
individual practice needs (for both single-o!ce and multilocation 
practices) to build e!ciencies, improve the patient experience and 
enhance clinical care.

Practice Management Software: Improving E!ciency 
and Patient Experience 
The right practice management software can take the administration 
of your practice from good to great. Imagine all your systems working 
together, allowing you to access a patient’s record, images and 
insurance information all with a few quick clicks. Now add the ability 
to automate administrative workflows, such as verifying insurance 
coverage and benefits, billing and more. Add in some marketing 
capabilities. It’s the business support and patient record maintenance 
you never knew you needed. 

With the right software in place, you can accomplish all of these 
tasks and also gain a far deeper level of transparency into business 
performance. By choosing software that provides detailed reporting 
across multiple categories, you’ll always have a strong sense of how 
well the practice is doing, and where the opportunities for growth exist. 

By choosing software with an intuitive interface, you can keep your 
training time to a minimum. Any solution you choose should come 
with dedicated, personalized support to minimize any downtime 
and give you the confidence you need to take full advantage of all 
software features. 

When a practice implements software like Fuse, clinicians can 
spend more time building patient relationships and ensuring they’re 
delivering the best possible care. Plus, when you or your team can 
easily access key information that can impact care, such as how 
much a procedure will cost, your patients can feel more comfortable 
proceeding with a treatment plan. 

Practice Management Cloud Software: Helping Scale 
Great Clinical Care 
The value that practice management software can bring to your 
practice can expand exponentially when you add on cloud storage 
capabilities. If you had locally stored files during the pandemic, you 
likely saw the limitations of only being able to access information 

while at the o!ce – and it was perhaps an o!ce that you weren’t 
able to get to or keep open for an extended time. That made all 
of the administrative tasks you still needed to manage that much 
harder. Accounts payable and accounts receivable may have frozen 
in time for months. However, with cloud software like Fuse, you can 
access information from anywhere – the o!ce, your home, on the 
road and from any device. 

With a cloud-based solution, you shouldn’t need to trade anytime, 
anywhere access for features and ease of use. Fuse includes 2D 
digital imaging/radiography, administrative, scheduling and charting 
functionality, dashboards, eClaims and ePrescriptions. You can 
access information from “smart screens,” which allow you to view, 
filter and act on real-time patient information quickly and easily from 
a single screen. 

Cloud software becomes integral to your business if you have – 
or plan to have – multiple practice locations by centralizing your 
appointment scheduling, billing and reporting. Your sta" members can 
provide the same level of support to the practice, regardless of which 
location they’re in. In addition, your patients can enjoy seamless care 
experiences, regardless of which o!ce they last visited.

Bringing It All Together: Worth the Investment 
You’ve worked hard for the revenue that you and your practice 
generate; it’s important to invest it in the tools and processes that 
you believe will benefit both your business and your patients. Reach 
out to experts you can trust when you need to find the solution that’s 
right for you. Learn more about how Fuse cloud-based practice 
management software from Patterson Dental can build e!ciencies, 
improve the patient experience and enhance clinical care.

Originally published in the Fall 2022 issue of Advantage by Patterson Dental

EVERY REPORT, SCHEDULE AND 
PATIENT. CONNECTED.
pattersondental.com/try-fuse

SOFTWARE TRENDS WORTH YOUR 
ATTENTION – AND YOUR BUDGET

23PD816879 #11/22$
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The Hybrid Layer: The Chemistry Lesson 
You Likely Forgot  From Dental School
by Terri Lively

You remember the !rst time you had someone watching 
your every move as you isolated and prepared a tooth for 
bonding. You might even remember the technical advice. 
But do you remember what happens between the tooth 
and the material in the hybrid layer that makes adhesive 
dentistry possible? If not, we’ve got you covered with this 
article, which reviews the hybrid layer and how to optimize 
it to bene!t the outcomes of your composite restorations.

Go to    bit.ly/DentalSchoolChem

Getting Started With Implant 
Overdentures
by Kellie Nock

It is important to understand each patient’s speci!c needs 
when considering denture options. Implant overdentures 
are a removable denture option that is !xed into the gums 
for edentulous patients. They are an option for patients 
who desire retention, stability, and function. This article 
explores how implant overdentures may present an 
effective, affordable solution for edentulous patients.

Go to    bit.ly/StartImplantOverdentures

What Is MDP and Why Is It an MVP 
for Bonding?
by Terri Lively

When it comes to universal adhesives, many universal 
adhesive systems have incorporated 10-methacry-
loyloxydecyl dihydrogen phosphate (MDP) into 
their primer formulation. Many clinicians know 
that MDP in the primer enables bonding to metal 
and zirconia but might not know that MDP also 
forms a chemical bond with calcium phosphate, 
the mineral phase in tooth structure. This article 
takes a closer look at MDP and why it is an excellent 
choice for bonding primers in restorative dentistry.

Go to    bit.ly/MDPBonding

Henry Schein ThriveLive 2022 Brings 
3 Days of Education and Entertainment 
to Las Vegas
by Noah Levine

This piece reviews  Henry Schein Presents ThriveLive 
2022, as attendees were treated to education about the 
latest industry trends, techniques, technologies, and more. 
Hosted in Las Vegas, Nevada, the event had performances 
by entertainer Wayne Newton, comedian Jim Gaf!gan, 
and comedian/dental hygienist Carlos Rodriguez. 

Go to    bit.ly/HSThrive2022

These articles generated the most views over the past year.  
To make sure you never miss a great piece, subscribe to the  
Dental Products Report® e-newsletter at dentalproductsreport.com. 

ARTICLES

[ compiled by Kristin Hohman ]

OUR TOP 10 ARTICLES OF 2022  cover topics 
from bonding and chemistry to implants 
and crowns, and more. Although COVID-19 
once again dominated last year’s coverage, 
this year’s top content is much more varied 
as masking and social distancing restrictions 
loosened, signaling somewhat of a return to 
normalcy. This year’s top picks include how 
lasers are transforming the practice, a report 
from Henry Schein Presents ThriveLive 2022 
in Las Vegas, Nevada, and an overview of a 
bioactive !ller study.

Supporting a Crown: Building Up Your 
Patient’s Core 
by Terri Lively

Core buildups used to be made of amalgam. Today, 
dental composite resins and resin-modi!ed glass 
ionomers tend to occupy the space under the crown. 
However, there are several types of composite resin 
that you could use, and even some that are speci!cally 
designed to support a crown. How do you know what 
to choose? Here, we look at the materials available.

Go to    bit.ly/CoreBuildUp

Lasers Can Transform Both the 
Patient Experience and the Practice
by Nick Clausen

Today’s lasers can be transformational for the patient and 
the dental practice’s bottom line while simultaneously 
making procedures easier and more conservative. To do 
that, the purchasing doctor must be committed to learn 
how to optimize the technology. Guest author Nick 
Clausen, founder and owner of Dental Laser Coaching, 
breaks down the various kinds of lasers available. 

Go to    bit.ly/PracticeLasers

5Ws* IMPRESS3D Digital Valplast
by Kellie Nock

This 5Ws article highlights the digitally designed, 
3D-printed Valplast partials from IMPRESS3D. 
IMPRESS3D uses patent-pending processes to 
ensure the strongest bond between the teeth and 
the partial denture. Proprietary software from 
IMPRESS3D enables dentists to sign up, upload, 
and submit a case in under 3 minutes and receive a 
fully !nished, high-quality Valplast partial requiring 
little to no adjustment in less than a week.

Go to    bit.ly/IMPRESS3DValplast

This Bioactive Filler Had Better 
Polymerization Kinetics, Study Says
by Terri Lively

Bioactive composite materials help prevent secondary car-
ies in a restored tooth. However, the additives that bene!t 
the hard tissues and optimize the tooth also negatively 
affect the polymerization process. An October 2021 study 
in Scienti!c Reports looked at a lower sodium version of 
a bioactive glass that might have the bene!ts of a bioactive 
!ller without inhibiting polymerization results or rates. 
Go to    bit.ly/BioFillerStudy

What’s New in Infection Control  
for 2022
by Robert Elsenpeter
The New Year gives individuals a chance to leave 
their bad habits behind and symbolically start 
fresh. Published in December 2021, this feature 
provides an infection control primer as we headed 
into a new year. We cover the importance of infection 
control coordinators, equipment and supplies 
to protect the team, air quality, and more.

Go to    bit.ly/NewIC2022

Pandemic Impact: The Infection 
Control Lessons We Learned
by Robert Elsenpeter

Dark moments can often be an opportunity to !nd a 
silver lining. Although the COVID-19 pandemic has 
been one of the darkest global events in modern history, 
it has presented some unexpected opportunities to 
improve on processes, none more so than infection 
control. This feature re"ects on the hard lessons 
we’ve learned throughout the pandemic and looks at 
infection control best practices moving forward.

Go to    bit.ly/ICLessons



During the past 15 years, numerous technologies 
have come into the dental of!ce, allowing forms 
of imaging ranging from a simple periapical radio-
graph to a 3D full-color facial scan. These tech-
nologies provide valuable data that can be used 
to synthesize a proper treatment plan; however, 
until recently each of these data sources typically 
resided in a different area and was accessible only 
by utilizing a multitude of software platforms. For 
one to examine the digital image gathering in a new 
patient’s journey, it is very likely extraoral photog-
raphy will occur, an intraoral scan will be taken, a 
low-dose CBCT will be captured, still images may 
be taken within the mouth with an intraoral cam-
era, digital intraoral radiographs may be captured 
with sensors or phosphor plates, and one may even 
gather near-infrared images as well as facial scans. 

Once all these data are gathered, they may be 
stored in multiple areas including a standalone com-
puter tied to a CBCT and an individual gaming lap-
top paired with an intraoral scanner. Photographs 
may be unlabeled on SD cards, and facial scans may 
be on a separate storage device. In addition, intra-
oral radiographs and images may be organized in 
2D imaging software tied to a server.

With the many imaging technologies in a practice 
today, a clinician often must jump back and forth 

between multiple windows and computers in differ-
ent rooms to view and study all data that have been 
captured. This can be inef!cient and does not allow 
the ability to bring all the information together in 
1 place or to merge data sets. Furthermore, shar-
ing all the data with colleagues for comprehensive 
treatment planning can be complicated; third-party 
!le sharing services need to be utilized, and each 
piece of the acquired data set needs to be uploaded 
separately. 

Equally problematic is that the patient cannot 
view all their information in 1 place, and an educa-
tional opportunity is lost if they are forced to follow 
a clinician jumping between various software plat-
forms. The solution would be a software platform 
that allows all 2D and 3D data acquired in a dental 
of!ce to be stored and utilized in a singular hub. 

Historically, dental imaging software was simply 
a place where 2D images were stored, and some plat-
forms allowed 3D volumes to be viewed by launching 
an additional module. These platforms offered very lit-
tle functionality beyond simple annotation of images.

The ideal platform for managing clinical dental 
images would offer improvements in the following 
areas: accuracy and ef!ciency; "exible viewing and 
storage of data; smart features to aid workflow; 
leveraging data for accurate diagnosis and planning; 
and collaboration with patients and colleagues.

Accuracy and Efficiency
In years past, imaging for a patient was straightfor-
ward. Most patients simply had bitewing, periapical, 
and orthopantomogram radiographs taken at regu-
lar intervals or as symptoms are detected. Today the 
recommended imaging could also include intraoral 
surface scans, speci!c intraoral and extraoral photo-
graphs, and 3D CBCT images.

The traditional work"ow communicating the need 
for these images may be simple verbal communica-
tion or a handwritten note. This can work, but there 
is risk of error. 

An ideal software platform would allow the dentist 
to prescribe speci!c 2D imaging requests down to 
a particular tooth on a patient as well as the type 
of device that should be used to acquire an image. 
In terms of CBCT imaging, the digital prescription 
should include the region of interest, the !eld of view 
requested, and the appropriate resolution. 

In today’s world of multiple imaging devices, these 
scan requests become important for minimizing con-
fusion between team members and for making sure 
the patient is having the appropriate imaging cap-
tured. Furthermore, the prescribed imaging requests 
should transfer to the hardware being used to acquire 
the imaging (Figure 1).

Flexible Viewing and Storage of Data
A key challenge with using multiple imaging devices 
involves storing and being able to view imaging data 
in an organized, customized manner. Clinicians 
should have the ability to view all data in 1 spot with-
out having to "ip between devices or access comput-
ers in different rooms. 

In addition, one should not be forced to choose 
either a Windows PC or macOS ecosystem. Tradi-
tionally, dentistry was forced to be primarily PC 
based. However, today we have intraoral scan-
ners, cameras, and digital sensors that can all work 
natively in a macOS ecosystem. The "exibility should 
exist for going back and forth between computer 
platforms and accessing all data from any computer 
in the of!ce. All images acquired should automati-
cally transfer and be housed in 1 software ecosystem.

As clinicians view these acquired images, they 
should be able to set up various layouts pertinent to 
proper diagnosis and treatment planning. In addi-
tion, they should have the ability to present these lay-
outs to a patient in an organized manner, so patients 
can be properly educated on their treatment needs. 

Platforms should allow extraoral photos, intraoral 
scans, CBCT, and 2D imaging to be displayed simul-
taneously. The "exibility should be present so that 

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Designing Software That Meets 
Dental Professionals’ Needs
by Parag R. Kachalia, DDS

IMAGE SOFTWARE

ABSTRACT
Dental practices use multiple imaging modalities daily, and different systems produce data in 
various file formats, often requiring information to be stored in a particular software platform. 
This siloed approach to clinical image management can lead to challenges with efficiently using 
data for diagnosis, treatment planning, and patient education. However, practices and patients 
can benefit from implementation of a connected system that stores all patient radiography, pho-
tography, and 3D data sets in 1 platform that offers customization, efficiency, and flexibility.

! CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Understand the current landscape for 
clinical image management and its short-
comings due to multiple siloed image 
capture, storage, and viewing platforms.

• Learn how dental practices can benefit 
from having a central hub for all sources 
of clinical radiography and photography.

• Understand the efficiencies of con-
necting all imaging technologies to 
a central platform that can be a hub 
for communications and data.

• Learn about the benefits of customization 
in image management and presentation.

• Understand how advanced software 
can automate laborious tasks, enhance 
practice efficiency, and improve patient 
understanding of treatment proposals.
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multiple diagnostics layouts for the 
patient can be created. When a patient 
has multiple needs, the software 
should be able to create organized 
workspaces, with an area having all 
the corresponding images for a tooth 
on the upper right side with a problem 
vs another workspace for the lower left 
(Figure 2).

Smart Features to Aid Workflow
If one looks at software development 
outside dentistry, there has been 
much focus on the user interface 
and how the end user interacts with 
data. Although simple functionality 
of drag-and-drop features has been 
available in basic consumer software 
packages for years, this has been 
missing from many dentistry-speci!c 
imaging platforms.

Dental software needs to be intui-
tive and automated so that basic 
things such as tooth anatomy can be 
recognized and used for organizing 
all images tied to a specific tooth. 
This automated image management 
should be able to complete proper 
sorting of radiographs as they are 
imported or taken. 

Importing 2D radiographs and 
extraoral images can be laborious in 
many software platforms. To bring 
radiographs and photographs into 

many imaging platforms, images 
must be imported individually, uti-
lizing multiple clicks. This is far less 
ef!cient than simply dragging images 
from a !le into the system. With most 
dental image management platforms 
today, each individually imported 
image must be oriented and labeled 
to appear properly in the database. In 
addition, when a radiographic image 
is acquired, the software must be told 
on the front end which zone is being 
captured so that the digital image is 
“mounted” properly for viewing the 
full set of images. 

An intuitive sorting feature would 
allow the teeth to be recognized by 
anatomical landmarks and be placed 
appropriately into the database to 
display in the correct sequence when 
viewed on screen. As software learns 
to recognize teeth, a focus feature 
should be available, so that with 
a simple click on a tooth, the clini-
cian can access all the data available 
for that tooth. Today, this can be 
complex and often requires clicking 
through numerous menus.

An ability of the software to rec-
ognize landmarks should also allow 
the software to merge data sets from 
different image sources and technolo-
gies. If the patient has had a surface 
intraoral scan and CBCT image 

Figure 1 Connecting software to image capture devices should be simple. Figure 2 
The ability to simultaneously view and interact with patient images and radiographs from 
multiple sources within a single screen can enhance diagnostics, treatment planning, 
and case presentation. Figure 3 Combining patient data from multiple sources includ-
ing integrating CBCT volumes and intraoral scan data provides a more comprehensive 
digital model of the patient. Figure 4 Clinical dental imaging often captures additional 
anatomy, and software that can automatically detect the airway and other landmarks 
enhances clinical efficiency. Figure 5 Digital waxups of proposed restorations can help 
patients visualize treatment outcomes.
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taken with adequate overlapping data, a fusion of 
these data sets should occur in a near-automatic 
fashion. This fusion allows proper planning for 
prosthetic, periodontal, and implant therapies 
(Figure 3).

Leveraging Data for Accurate 

Diagnosis and Planning

We live in a world where the GPS systems in our 
cars guide travel and at times automatically update 
to offer a different route when there is traf! c or an 
accident. In addition, we can tell the GPS our prefer-
ences, such as avoiding toll roads or basing a route 
on time vs distance. As drivers, we are still respon-
sible for navigating the route we believe is best, 
and the GPS does not replace the driver. Rather, it 
acts as an aid. Dental image management software 
today should have a similar guidance ability based 
on basic parameters we set up within the software. 

If we take CBCT technology into consideration, 
it is incredibly useful in aiding the practitioner in 
coming to a proper diagnosis for many clinical situ-
ations. However, preparing the proper views and 
slices can be very time consuming. Software today 
should aid dentists in setting up proper views for 
common studies of the temporomandibular joint, 
airway, mandibular canal, and endodontic regions. 

Ideally, artificial intelligence would detect all 
these areas. But at the simplest level, once the clini-
cian identi! es a few basic landmarks, the software 
would then do the rest (Figure 4). 

Another key area for leveraging data for accurate 
diagnosis and planning would involve the identi! ca-
tion of edentulous areas and a proposal for virtual 
tooth replacement. A signi! cant portion of the pop-
ulation is missing 1 or more teeth, and many wish 
to have these areas restored with dental implants. 

For more than 10 years, there has been a focus on 
having the prosthetic requirements guide the details 
of the implant placement. However, this is easier 
said than done. 

In traditional workflows, a digital or physical 
impression would be taken to create a model. The 
model would then have a wax-up done upon it and 
this would lead to a model-based surgical guide that 
would not consider the true bony anatomy. 

In more advanced work" ows, an intraoral scan 
could be combined with CBCT images and plan-
ning could commence. However, this often requires 
sending the data from both imaging technologies to 
a third party for merging of the data sets, or at least 
exporting the data into a third-party design soft-
ware. By having this capability built into imaging 
software, the clinician could easily show the patient 
a proposed placement of an implant-supported 
replacement for a missing tooth or multiple teeth by 
having it virtually placed into an intraoral scan and 
properly oriented with the CBCT. This allows the 
clinician to determine whether implant placement 
is feasible and what speci! c implant may be utilized 
for the procedure (Figure 5).

Collaboration With Patients and Colleagues

One signi! cant issue with dental imaging software 
has been the ability to share acquired data and col-
laborate on cases. Clinicians have had to go through 
the cumbersome task of exporting data sets to various 
third-party software platforms and then reimporting 
these images into an individual clinician’s dental imag-
ing software. 

Ideally, a simple work" ow should allow the referring 
dentist to decide which data need to be shared, and a 
single secure portal would be established for viewing 
all the data. This portal should include some basic tools 
to allow users to study the images and the clinical infor-
mation they can provide. This is of particular impor-
tance in multidisciplinary cases involving dentists in 
different locations. Everyone must be on the same 
page for these cases to be successful and completed in 
a timely manner. When data is transferred improperly, 
there can be negative consequences for patient care.

Patient experience is what may drive the pro! tabil-
ity and long-term success of a practice. In the past, 
patients simply did what their health care practitio-
ners told them. However, today’s patient may want 
signi! cantly more information before committing to 
a treatment plan. 

Nearly two-thirds of all individuals learn visually, 
and clinicians should use the various image-based data 
sets to communicate with and educate patients. For 
nearly 30 years intraoral cameras have been present in 
dentistry, and many practices have used this technology 
to educate patients. 

The challenge today is that photography is sim-
ply a subset of the data acquired. Digital software 
today must be designed so all pertinent data can be 
presented to the patient on 1 screen, and the patient 
can easily follow along with the clinician as areas of 
disease are pointed out and a plan is formulated for 
proper oral care. 

Summary

Imaging is central to any dental treatment planning 
process, and user-friendly software solutions must 
exist to leverage these data sets. Imaging software must 
allow one to interact with the data and not simply store 
and view data. 

If software does not evolve, we will face data over-
load and not be able to effectively use the technologies 
available for improving patient care. Although these 
concerns and clinical needs for enhanced imaging 
software are real, they are not going unnoticed. DTX 
Studio by DEXIS and other software platforms are 
addressing the various pain points that have been 
described, so that clinicians can more effectively diag-
nose cases and plan treatment.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Parag R. Kachalia, DDS, is the chief clinical of! cer for the 
Settle Study Club. He lectures internationally in the areas of 
technology, restorative dentistry, and the elevated patient 
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Ramon, California.
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DATA MANAGEMENT 5 FAQS

Like many businesses, I am 
updating my website. One thing 
I plan to add is a section on 

FAQs (frequently asked questions). 
Between my online presence, lec-
tures, webinars, and these articles, I 
get outreach every day from dental 
of! ces needing my help. 

What I have noticed, however, is 
that the same questions seem to keep 
cropping up. So, the theme of this arti-
cle is to identify the 5 most frequent 
questions that I am asked regularly.

1. Can you get us 100% Health Insur-
ance Portability and Accountability 
Act (HIPAA) compliant? In a word, no. 
And if anyone promises you that or 
guarantees that they can ensure you 
pass a HIPAA audit, then my advice is 
to run away, fast. In my experience, it 
is impossible for any entity, especially 
a dental of! ce, to get 100% compli-
ant. There are close to 700 pages of 
rules and regulations, and many are 
known as addressable, meaning how 
you deal with those is open to some 
interpretation. We often hear about 
multimillion-dollar HIPAA ! nes and 
settlements in the news; those typically 
involve large health care organizations 
with multiple HIPAA compliance 
experts on the payroll. Dental of! ces 
are at a distinct disadvantage.

2. Why is ransomware so important? 
For starters, there is no more valu-
able asset on the black market than a 
patient health record. Most contain 
contact information, date of birth, 
credit card information, and more. 
Dental of! ces have been, and always 
will, be a target of these criminals. 
Anyone hit with ransomware knows 
that even with a great backup and 
disaster recovery process in place, 
you are still looking at hours if not 
days of downtime to remove the 
virus and restore your systems. 

Finally, in 2016, the US Department 
of Health and Human Services 
determined that a ransomware 
infection quali! es as a breach, 
meaning you must notify all your 
patients and the local media.

3. If I use a cloud-based practice 
management software (PMS), do I 
still need a server? Yes. Cloud-based 
software offers a nice advantage 
in that all the data is housed on 
someone else’s server, not yours. But 
even though the PMS has most of 
the data, in almost all cases it does 
not contain all your data. Emails, 
QuickBooks, Word documents, 
spreadsheets, Invisalign…anything 
that contains a patient name, phone 
number, chart ID, or 15 other 
identi! ers is considered electronic 
protected health information. That 
means you must encrypt it, back it 
up, and control access to it—exactly 
what a server is designed to do.

4. What is the best way to protect my 
data from viruses? Unfortunately, the 
days of just slapping some free anti-
virus software on your computers 
and being safe are long over. I really 
recommend a 3-pronged approach. 
First is a business-class ! rewall to 
stop most viruses from entering the 
network. Second is antivirus and 
antiransomware software to deal 
with the viruses that get through. 
Finally comes application whitelist-
ing software to prevent any unap-
proved programs from running if 
the ! rst 2 steps fail.

5. What is the best way to back up 
my data? What I highly recommend 
is a local copy of the entire server 
(called an image), plus an off-site 
copy of the data in the cloud in case 
of a disaster at the of! ce like a ! re 
or " ood.

Was your most pressing question 
on this list? If not, please feel free to 
reach out to me. 

As 2022 comes to a close, we answer some of the most-
asked questions in data security. [ by Lorne Lavine, DMD ]

5 Most Frequently 
Asked Data 
Management Questions
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LORNE LAVINE, DMD

Interested in more content like this?
Subscribe to our newsletters!
Using your smartphone camera, hover over the 
QR code to scan.



100% of your donation provides access to care and oral health education to underserved kids thanks to the operational support of:

Together, we’ve helped over 11 MILLION kids and their caregivers
receive oral health services and learn about the importance of having 
a healthy smile. Discover what we accomplished this year and see all 
the ways you can join us in the year to come at ATKids.org.

a division of TSC EcoSolutions LLC
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SMART TERMINAL
• Send digital receipts: 

Email or SMS a receipt

• Send Invoices

GROW YOUR BUSINESS.  PARTNER WITH NAB TODAY!
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REDUCE YOUR CREDIT CARD 
PROCESSING FEES

! FREE Credit Card Terminal Placement Wireless/Landline/High-Speed/Dial-Up

! Easy setup (with no setup fees and quick approvals)

! Seamless integration with your current POS
! $295** towards your early termination fee (if you have one) with your current processor
! Access to Payments Hub - our secure, online merchant portal
! Free paper**

Rates as low as .05%*

Accept EMV/NFC
(Apple Pay, ETC.) EBT,

Snap, Checks and more

Next Day Funding with 
weekend settlement

with
4G / Wifi

SMART TERMINAL
Send digital receipts: 
Email or SMS a receipt

Send Invoices
4G / Wifi

SMART TERMINAL
• Send digital receipts: 

• Send Invoices
with

4G / WifiOPTIONAL PROGRAMS:

EDGE: The Best CASH DISCOUNT PROGRAM 
from North American Bancard
Are you ready to get rid of the impact of payment processing costs on your business?
With the Edge Cash Discount program you will enjoy the same profit margins from cash 
payments as you do from non-cash payments.

• Point of Sale Systems
Recommendations, Solutions
 & Integrations

FREE TERMINAL PLACEMENT OPTIONS

STANDARD
TERMINAL
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Did Your Business Receive PPP? Either way, You Still Qualify for ERC!

Bottom Line Savings helps business owners receive money back from the Employee Retention Credit (ERC) federal grant.
This ERC program differs greatly from the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and is much easier to apply for. Bottom Line will 
submit and collect a few important documents making this program turnkey for our owners.

 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

You don’t ned a sales reduction to qualify for ERC. Operational impacts to your business will qualify you as well.
 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Your business could be getting up to $8,000-$26,000 per employee in 
Employee Retention Credits (ERC) even if you received PPP loans.

Our experts at Bottom Line will help you maximize your refund!
As a valued partner, Bottom Line will:

• Identify how you qualify for the ERC Program   • Outline your speciic ERC calculations to maximize the credit
• Help you claim the credit   • Ensure proper payroll tracking and documention

What is ERC?

Apply today and an ERC Specialist 
will contact you directly.
Please visit www.tryerc.com

SUBHEADERF I N A N C I A L  S E R V I C E S
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33.7% of dental assistants and 
31.4% of dental hygienists  
say they plan to retire within the next 5 years, according to research 
published by the American Dental Association Health Policy Institute in 
partnership with American Dental Assistants Association, American Dental 
Hygienists’ Association, Dental Assisting National Board, and IgniteDA.1

12,243 square meters 
The size of Delta University for Science and Technology’s dental 
hospital in Mansoura, Egypt. For reference, the facility covers more 
than 3 acres. It was recognized by Guinness World Records in July. 

REFERENCE
1.Dental workforce shortages: data to navigate today’s labor market. American Dental Asso-
ciation Health Policy Institute. Accessed November 1, 2022. https://www.ada.org/-/media/
project/ada-organization/ada/ada-org/! les/resources/research/hpi/dental_workforce_short-
ages_labor_market.pdf

There are many ways to tell the story of a year in the dental indus-
try. Here we present some interesting and informative metrics, 
statistics, and other numerical milestones from the past year.

165 New Dental Products  
were pro! led in the 2022 issues of Dental Products Report®.

97% of dentists  
taking part in the Dental Products Report® 2022 Materials Survey 
said enhanced durability was important or very important when 
considering whether to use a new material in practice.

72% of dentists  
taking part in the Dental Products Report® 2022 Technology 
Census strongly agree or agree that an intraoral scanner im-
presses patients and can drive word-of-mouth referrals.

125 years in business  
is the milestone achieved by Sterngold in 2022. Other dental companies 
celebrating notable anniversaries this year include: Pulpdent marked 75 years 
since it was founded, Keating Dental Lab celebrated 20 years in business, 
Panthera Dental marked 10 years in business, and Carestream Dental took 
time to note the ! fth anniversary of its spinoff from Carestream Health.
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THELIST QUICK BITES
for team development 
and practice success

NEXT MONTH: Surprising bene! ts of arti! cial intelligence

THE YEAR IN NUMBERS



Works with your software
Its open platform allows you to plug and play into virtually all
software including Dexis™, Patterson® Eaglesoft®, Carestream®, 
Gendex™ Vixwin™, Dentrix Ascend® and more!* 

Starting at $5,999

*All products are trademarks™ or registered trademarks® of their respective companies. DentiMax is not a!iliated with the listed companies.

Offer ends December 30th, 2022 at 4:00 p.m. EST

(888) 891-8066
www.dreamsensors.com

End-Of-Year 
Special Offer
Buy two sensors, and 
get a free 2022 Apple 
Watch SE®*

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 124
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(Apple Pay, ETC.) EBT,

Snap, Checks and more

Next Day Funding with weekend 
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Rates as low as .05%*

! FREE Credit Card Terminal Placement Wireless/Landline/High-Speed/Dial-Up

! Easy setup (with no setup fees and quick approvals)

! Seamless integration with your current POS
! $295** towards your early termination fee (if you have one) with your current processor
! Access to Payments Hub - our secure, online merchant portal
! Free paper**

OPTIONAL PROGRAMS:

EDGE: The Best CASH DISCOUNT PROGRAM 
from North American Bancard
Are you ready to get rid of the impact of payment processing costs 
on your business?

With the Edge Cash Discount program you will enjoy the same profit 
margins from cash payments as you do from non-cash payments.

• Point of Sale Systems
Recommendations, Solutions
& Integrations

with
4G / Wifi
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